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The UNH gymnastics
team opens its season at
home at 7: 30 tonight. See
story page 32.
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The latest art from UNH' s
newest art faculty
members is on display in
the UNH galleries in
PCAC. See story page 19.
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Zoning proposal
moves forward
By Francoise von Trapp
An attempt by the Durham
Neighborhood Zoning Association to limit student accomodation in Durham took a step
forward yesterday when the
town planning board passed a
proposal which calls for a cap
. of three unrelated people per
house in some zones. Th~ proposal will be subject to public
hearing and then a vote at the
town meeting on March 11
before it is passed.
Ever since the Zoning Association, which consists of 30
families who raised the money
to cover attorney fees, presented
their proposal, the issue has
been controversial.
"We have nothing against
students," said Dr. Jay Gooze,
who presented the proposal. ·

"(We feel) residential areas
should be kept for single families." Gooze added that many
houses recently sold in areas
previously considered to be for
Durham residents were puchased for investment purposes
to be used as rental units.
At a previous meeting, Gooze
said problems with parking,
vandalism, noise, and littering
had prompted the formation of
the organization to address the
problem.
"It seems that whenever
there's a large concentration of
people, students or whatever,
there are problems," said Paul
Gowen, Durham police chief. Eric Morin selling records outside the Strafford Room in the MUB. This was only one of
He said when landlords lease several sales by entrepreneurs on this spot this week. (Cindy Rich photo)
~o~o_E~ P~?ple than they are -;;
ZONING, page 7

New drop date is
proposed by senate

Holiday
fair held
inMUB
By Ed Garland
Christmas music, the scent
of potpourri, and avast array
of hand-crafted items once again
filled the MUB's Granite State
Room to mark UNH's four. teenth annual Christmas fair.
The faiJ', which ends today,
included such items as handcrafted jewelry, baskets, greeting cards, leather goods, framed
photos, pottery, and woodcrafted items.
According to Jan Smith, director of Student Activities, and
Renee Roman, assistand director of Student Activities, crowds
are up this year and traffic in
the MUB is heavy.
"Crowds are hard to predict,
but in general, I'm quite pleased," Deirdre Donchian, a
craftsperson, said. Donchian
creates earrings out of anodized
aluminum, a process of coloring
metal. She has been studying
this craft for 12 years and selling
professionally for two years.
"This is my first year here,"
Donshian said. "I'm pleased to
be here."
Sharyn Ekbergh also makes
jewelry. She crafts her earrings 1
from sterling silver and 14-karat
gold. 'Tve been sel~ing 15
years professionally. I sold my
first pair of earrings I every
made," Ekbergh said.
Ekbergh, who is a member

UNH student Bonnie Spencer selecting a portrait at t e
Christmas Fair in the Granite State Room of the MUB. (Dan
Ryan photo)
_
of the League of New Hamp- afford," Maria Daniello, a stushire Craftsmen, said business dent said.
was a little down from last year.
Karen LaCosta, a junior
She said. many vendors thought bought herself some bracelets
the slightly lighter turnout and a colorful sweater for her
might be due to limited parking sister.
"1972 was the first year of
on tQ.e campus.
Waylon Bunnell, a UNH the crafts fair," Smith said.
alumnus, studied pottery during "Vendors are invited in and
the "notorious.sixties. " His anybody can apply. Our criteria
pottery includes functional demands that the crafts be
items such as lamps, bowls, - totally handcrafted items from
beginning to finish. There are
plates and vases.
"The fair is nicer than last few exceptions."
year, the quality is better,"
Romano said craftspeople are
Bunnell said. He said business charged a booth fee which
was up a little bit from last year. ranges from $75 to $125 for the
"The fair has many little CRAFTS, page 26
things college _students can
!.

.
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By W. Glenn Stevens
The three week drop period
now allotted to UNH students
is not enough time accordfug
to student senate members. In
a meeting last Sunday the senate
passed a proposal advising a
change in the drop date from
three to five weeks.
Presently the academic senate
is considering a move in the
drop date from three to five
weeks, but there would be a
mandatory fee of $25 for any
student that dropped after three
weeks.
"You don't have to petition
for two weeks but you still have
to pay the $25 fee," said Student
Body President Deanne Ethier.
'They don't need that extra
money," commented Ethier. "I
think five weeks with no fee is
very reasonable," Ethier said.
A year and a. half ago the
academic senate changed the
drop date from sevep to three
weeks. "That was a big drop,"
said Ethier.
Academic Standards and Advising Committee Chairperson
Stephanie Thomas said 'Tm a
registrar, I don't have academic
options."
The reduced drop date and
the $25 fee are designed to force
students to make up their minds
a little bit sooner, according to
Thomas.
"Past experience has shown
that human nature waits till the
last moment to do anything,"
said Thomas.
The Academic Standards and

Advising Committee will '
propose to the academic senate
a change in the drop date from
three to five weeks but according
to Ethier, "they have no intentions of changing the $25 fee."
"It's outrageous to have a fee.
at only three weeks," said senator Ken Bartlett.
"The fee is not there for the
university to make money," said
Thomas.
The motion to change the
drop date from three to five
weeks will be made at the first
academic senate meeting next
semester, according to Thomas.
Ethier was quick to add that the
academic senate "is never going
'to address the issue of the $25

f
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DEANNE ETHIER
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Taft~s

interests are
fueled by_motors .

By Michele Valway
Charles Taft, professor and
. chairperson of Mechanical Engineering Department, was
awarded the University of New
Hampshire's first Outstanding
Innovator Award at a recogni'"
tion dinner this fall.
The award, sponsored by the
UNH Consulting Center, a
division of the UNH Research
Office, will provide Taft with
a $5,000 unrestricted summer
research grant.
The award has been established "to recognize unusual
creativity and entrepreneurship
in the university community,"
said James Morrison, UNH
director of Industrial Research
and Consulting.
Taft graduated from Amherst
College with a BA in mathematics in 1951 and from the Massachusetts Institute of Technolgy with a BS in mechanical
engineering in 1953: He was
employed by Warner and Swasey, a company that sent Taft
. to Case Institute of Technology
in Cleveland, where he earned
his masters in .mechanical engineering in 1956.
He was chief servo-engineer
at Warner and Swasey from
1960-61 after earning his PhD
in mechanical engineering in
1960.
He taught at Case begining
in 1961 where he was responsible for twenty graduate students aO working on their
theses. Taft's research work at
Case was directed at fluidics.
·In 1967 he came to UNH. "I
learned to hate Cleveland, and
I wanted to change my research
directions," he said. "I feel better
about myself and the resea,rchI am doing now."
Taft is included in the Dynamic Systems Modeling Labor- ·
atory along with David Limbert,
professor of Mechanical Engineering, Raymond Gauthier,
research assistant professor of
Mechanical Engineering, and
·graduate students.

Their research involves the
'devel'opment of models for
industrial products or processes
to help companies better understand their products and
processes. Tl}ey are engaged in
doing research primarily on
stepping motors and brushless
motors.
"Stepping motors have ro- ·
rating parts which have at least
two magnetic poles, a north pole
. and a south pole; it may have
as many as 50 poles," said Taft.
"Around the poles is iron in
which wires are embedded.
Currents run through the wires
and the rotor spins from one
location to . another location.
Thus, for example, the motor
causes the computer to move
the paper more rapidly," he said.
Stepping motors are found
in the head posfrfoners in
floppy discs, in paper feeding
for line printers, in small rob.ors,
machine tools, digital fuel injection, medical diagnostic ma- Charles Taft, professor and chairman of the Mechanical Engineering Department, and winner
chines, watches and drafting
· of UNH's O_utstanding Innovator Award. (Cindy Rich photo)
machines, according to Taft.
"Brushless motors also have
"We did an analysis of brush- ing the course supports at least
magnets like those in stepping which began 12 years ago, are
motors. However, the computer funded by industries. We receive less motors for fans and vacuum one graduage student's studies,
does not control the motor;" said approximately $150,000 every - cleaners, products of Scott- pays for students' attendance
Taft. "The brushless motor uses year," he said. The number of Fetzer in Ohio," he said. "We at technical meetings, and pays
magnetic sensors to determine projects peaked in the academic worked with DataProducts in for equipment used for r~search
what place the rotor is in. Once 'year 1984-85~ out Taft expects California to design a strategy work," he said.
the sensor knows where the the number to increase in 1986. to bu~ld motors for high speed
Taft has not spent the $5,000
The companies problems line printers."
rotor is, it causes the rotor to
grant yet. He plans to put the
keep moving to a different provid,e generalized material
As a result of this research _money with other funds, such
position," he saiq.
Offwhi~h graduate students base work, Taft, Limbert and Gauas the unres'f ricted- grant-from
, Ha.r d .a nd ,floppy disc drives, their thesis research, he said. their present short courses, at Dupont, and but two Micro
laser printer spindle drives, The students attend and present least twice a year, on stepping VAX computers to run experturntables, tape decks, .fanblow- papers at technical meetings of and brushless motors. The first iments on. ·
ers, machine tool drives, wash- the companies. For example, short course was in January,
"I could have used the money
ing machine drives and trans- Eric Wright, a past student of 1980. It has been taught 18 times to support myself this summer,
missions all contain brushless Taft's, works for New York Air to over 500 scientists and en- but I had funds from other
Brak (NYAB), a company which gineers.
motors, according to Taft.
.
sources," said Taft. "I really felt
The problems with motors . Wright helped build air break
Taft has travelled to countries the program needed the money
are dealt with by mathematical motors for when he attended such as Germany, wh!ch also .more."
equations. "I once figured out UNH.
deals with NYAB, England, and
"I enjoy the program here at ·
Research has been done for . Canada tb teach the course on UNH. If the program is healthy,
an equation on the back of an
envelope," said Taft. The result§ approximately twelve compan- motors. "'I was asked to give the · then I am happy," said Taft. "It's
of the equations are fed into the ies." We started working with course in Japan," he said, but great to discover a scary probcomputer and simulations are NYAB in 1974. We helped there is -no sense in making lem. The world needs people
conducted to help understand improve the freight train air Japan's computers stronger if who will solve prolems; the
break system," said Taft with we are competin!!."
what is going on in the system.
.
process is rewarding."
"All our research program~. pride.
The money ea_rne~ frorl2 teach-

NEws~
Aqui~o

IN BRIEF

to run for office

Corazon Aqufoo announced Tuesday that she
will run in the special election slated for. February
7 against Philippine President Ferdihand E. Marcos.
· · Aqqino blames Marcos for ordering the death
of her husband Benigno Aquino, Marcos' chief
political rival, killed August 21, 1983. The twentyfive. soldiers and one civilian a~cused of the killing
were acquitted Monday by a court decision.
Mrs. Aquino said her decision to run. was not
out of vengeance for her husband's death but out
of concern for the island's political future.

.,Vatican protest
A protest by Mrs. Babi Burke yesterday included
the consummation of a communion host and
drinking from a silver chalice at the alter of .St.
Peter's Basilica in Rome before being apprehended
by Vatican security guards.
.
Burke, 44, of Fort Lauderdald, Florida and a mother
of four, was protesting the exclusion of women
from the priesthood by the Church and declared
in a release that "sexism is a sacrilege to the Gospel
of Christ."
Burke was released after questioning. No charges
are being filed. -

Concord teenager dies

Maine shoplifting spree

A Concord, New Hampshire teenager who held
two schoolmates hostage in a stairwell at Concord
High School Tuesday died Wednesday after being
in critical condition at Concord Hospital since 8:50
Tuesday morning.
.
Louis Cartier, Jr., 16, died of a gunshot wound
to the head sustained after a twenty minute standoff
between himself and Concord police.
Cartier used a double-barrel shotgun in the holdup. A high school drop-out, Cartier was described
by students as "real quiet" and a loner.

When Santella Demauro, 65, Georgia Ferrailo,
46 and Lucy Pagano, 52, were apprehended outside
the Royal Doulton Shoppe in the Kittery Outlet
Mall Tuesday, the charge was concealment of two
ceramic music boxes from the store.

1

Liquor sales up
New Hampshire liquor sales were reported up
4.3 million dollars for the first quarter of this fiscal
year,July through September, by Liquor Commission
Chairman Costas Tentas yesterday. According to
Tentas, the quarter's sales totalled $46 million,
a 10.2 percent increase from a year ago.
With the sale of distilled spirits down, explained
Tontas, the legislature decided to increase this year's
commission advertising budget by $640,000 for
the biennium as a remedy.
As is evident by the increase, said Tontas, the .
effort is working.

The three were arrested and taken to the York
County Jail Tuesday night. Because of the amount
· of merchandise taken, Kittery police said the women
could be charged with a felony.
Yet, upon furthe~ investigation, Kittery police
discovered a haul of "hot" merchandise-leather
jackets, down comforters, pewter tea sets- totalling
mqr~ than $7,000.

Christmas fair day
Saturday, December 7, is "Fair Dav in Durham"
at the Durham Community Church, with doors
openmg at lO am.
One hundred seventy wreaths and other evergreen
decorations continue the 70-year-old tradition whose
proceeds go to support the Women's Guild.
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Philippine future unclear
By Joseph Moreau
Efforts to stabilize the present declining political and economi~_ ~_i~u~tiof! a_Qq imp_t:Qve
human rights in the Philippines
are not reassuring according to
Parrino Schweickart, an associate professor of English at
UNH_
Schweickart is a Philippine
native who came to the United
States to attend graduate school
in 1964. As such she examined
the situation from both a Philippine and American perspective when she spoke Monday
night at a meeting of the Seacoast chapter of Amnesty International.
Schweickart blamed much of
the present crisis on Philippine
President Ferdinand Marcos
who has ruled autocratically
since declaring martial law in
1972. She said the murder of
opposition leader Benigno Aquino in 1983 accelerated the
downward trend in politics and
economics.
"The situation in the Philippines has worsened," said
Schweickart. "Yesterday (Sunday) it was announced that 25
people charged with the murder
of Benigno Aquino have been
acquitted. A lot of evidence,
however, pointed to the direction of their guilt."
To combat charges of links
to Aquino's murder -and other
impropriety, the Marcos regime
has instituted reforms without

substance. "Marcos announced ·
that there will be presidential
elections in February," Schweick-~rt said. 13ut she added, ',Jts onfy_
window dressing for the regime.
It (the election) has always been
manipulated."
Schweickart said economic
decline is also hurting the
nation. She blames much of this
.problem on multi-national corporations which entered the
Philippines in the 1960s seeking
cheap but skilled labor.
These corporations, she said,
now control 52 percent of the
land and force many people into
poverty. "There is massive
starvation (now) where there
wasn't any in 1960," said
Schweickart.
Dissatisfaction with Marcos
and the economy has led to
protest and violence according
to Schweickart. "Since the
murder of Aquino there has
been a lot of unrest," she said.
Leftist insurgents now number
about 20,000 according to statistics she presented.
Despite this, Schweickart said
America has misconceptions
over unrest in the Philippines.
She mentioned the myth "that
the real problem is that the
Russians are coming." Schweickart said this attitude over looks
the ~ppeal of Marxist thought
to the poor and oppressed.
America takes special interest
in the Philippines because of
two military installations t~e~e,

Clark Air Force Base and the
naval base at Subic Bay. American officials worry about the
loss of the ba_ses _should Marcos_
die or fall from power.
Schweickart said the government that would follow Marcos
is in question. "There's a lot of
fear of what will happen when
he goes," she said. "It's not clear
what the U.S. government wold
support."
These and other fears and
hopes for the Philippines were
aired in the BBC documentary
"To Sing Our Own Song,'' which
was shown at the meeting.
Both Schweickart's address
and the movie were sponsored
by Amnesty International, a
non-partisan organization dedicated to freeing "prisoners of .
conscience" around the world.
At the end of the meeting
Schweickart, membership coordinator for the Seacoast chapter
of the organization, distributed
forms for sending letters to
Marcos asking him to free
nonviolent political prisoners.
This area's chapter of Amnesty International is directed UNH student Karen Hamel, well wrapped up against a bitter
by Professor Drew Christie of wind this week, waving to a friend on Main Street. (Sanjay
the Philosophy Department, J~in photo)
- -Pam Raiford, a senior at UNH, .
and Gilles LeCompagnon, an ·
alumnus.
"One of our main activities ·
is to educate students and the
community about human
rights," said LeCompagnon. .

ProfS say two years .
of math not enough

1

UNH to research child abuse
By Leonard "E. Dodge
abused has increased from 1,995
In Manhattan Beach, Califor- cases reported in 1976 to 17 ,594
nia seven teachers were charged · cafeS reported in 1981. Accordwith sexually abusing 180 child- ing to Hotailing, "there are
more cases than that according
ren over a ten-year period.
In a Bronx, New York day to my research."
"There were 222 cases reportcare center employees were
charged with sexually abusing ed of children maltreatment in
60 children more than 200 day care centers, but our figures
are by far under," said Katie
times.
These two cases are just Bond, spokeswoman of the
isolated incidents in the increas- National Association for the
ing numbP.r of children sexually Protection of Children: "Our
abused. However, no one has figure represents one-third of
any statistics on the actual the actual number of reported
number of children abused in cases," said Bond.
However, Hotailing and Finday care facilities. To investigate
this, the UNH Family Research kelhor will only concentrate on
Laboratory has been awarded ; abuse in day care centers. "Our
$148,03 5 by the Federal Office primary goal is to get descriptive
of Human Development Ser- information on a number of
. issues, such as how sexual abuse
vices.
Two UNH Researchers, Ge- is disclosed, who are the perrald Hotailing and David Fin- petrators, those working at the
kelhor, will be researching centers or people who _have
sexual abuse in day care centers access to the centers," said
for the next 17 months. "This Hotailing.
The research laboratory will
will be the first study in the
nation about abuse in day care study 35 day care centers where
centers," said Hotailing. "No reoorted sexual abuse has ocone has any information about curred. Hotailing and Finkelhor
abuse at day care centers, and will talk with therapists workDr. Finkelhor and myself de- ing with the abused children
cided to apply to research this," formerly in the centers, police
officers, and children protection
Hotailing said.
The UNH Research Lab re- - service employees. The two will
ceived word the U.S. Depart- also study 35 day care centers
ment of Health and Human where no reported sexual abuse
Services was looking for a has occurred, and will compare
research office to investigate tne two sets ot centers. One
this problem, and according to example is if the center where
Hotailing, Finkelhor and Ho- abuse occurred discouraged partailing submitted their proposal ents from visiting, what policies
to the Department and were do the non-abusing centers have
chosen from among thousands about parents visiting?
The centers where reported
of other research proposals.
Hotailing said he and Finkel- sexual abuse has occurred are
hor found the abuse more wi- pretty much spread out, accordespread than they thought as ding to Hotailing. However,
'more and more isolated cases he pointed out no centers in
of children being sexually New Hampshire have had reabused were reported. In fact, ports of sexual abuse. "We have
the number of children sexually identified cases in Massachu-

' -. --- . --.

setts, Texas, and California, so
the abuse is not concentrated
in one region," said Hotailing.
"The problem is we do not
know how widespread the abuse
is, however, insurance companies are no longer insuring day_
ABUSE page 9

was, distributed outlining what
By Dave White
Out of 1056 students who students wanting to take caltook the Calculus pre-test last culus should know, said Burton.
Professor Richard Balomeyear, only 182, or 17 percent
passed. These were the worst , nos,'chairman of the mathematresults in a long time, said ics department at UNH, said
Martha Burton of the Mac- that as many as 200 l?tudents
may have counseled themselves
center.
This year, the results im- out of Calculus 425.
Many realized they did not
proved. Of the 868 students who
took the pre-test only 42 percent have the necessary background
passed, Burton said. The im- in algebra and trigonometry,
provement was due to several and opted to take Math 405,
Elementary Functions or anothfactors.
During freshman orientation MA TH page 21
last summer, a sample pre-test

Telescope open to see comet
great square of the constellation ard, who along with other
By Sherri White and Steve
graduate students has been
Pegasus.
Langevin
· "Halley's comet is getting a OBSERVATORY page 9
People who want to see Hal- lot brighter because it is moving
ley's comet first hand can go to
closer to the sun " said Reinhthe University of New Hampshire's observatory. The observatory will be open to the public,
free of charge, December 6 and
December l'3 from 7 to 10 pm.
It will also be open Friday nights
after the semester break.
The observatory, finished in
April with a $25,000 Elliott
Fund Grant from the University, stands at the western edge
of the campus beyond the Field
House. While_the steel and
aluminum structure is not entirely complete and does not
have electricity yet, the main
components for viewing the
heavens are intact and in use.
The observatory is operated
by the UNH Physics Department and is under the direction
.of Kent Reinhard, a graduate
students in the department from
Nebraska. Reinhard said the
observatory's 14-inch Celestron
telescope will allow visitors to
get a close-up view· of Halley's
comet.
According to Reinhard the
best viewing time is one hour
after sunset until midnight or The public now have chance to go and see Halley's comet
1 am on a cloudless night. The through the telescope in the UNH observatory. (Cindy Rich
comet will be located under the photo)

a
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Child care center possible
By Sarah Keith

bring their thtldren to me center
Since there is no official before work. Educational opuniversity-run child care center portunities for the children and
at UNH, the Child Care Imple- support for the parents would
mentation Committee is trying be provided.
Run by a regular staff of
to establish one.
Carolyn Mebert, chairperson trained professionals, as well
of the committee, says she is as both work-study and internlooking towards the Profession- ship students, the child care
al and Technical Staff (PAT) program would "serve the unifor support. PAT backing would versity community-both emhelp, she says, with regard to ployees and students," says
·"maintaining interest in child Mebert.
Although the specific campus
care on campus, and giving
input on the kinds of services location of the center is yet to
be decided, it is set to be
to be offered."
Currently, the goals for the ~stal?lished in 1987, says Dan
child care program include full- Garvey, associate dean of Stutime care featuring extra hours - dent Affairs. Depending on the
facility, it could serve up to 60
to _ giv~ par~~~s more. time to
children.

The committee is initially
attempting to receive university
funding for the project. Eventually, they want to become selfsufficient. A fee based upon the
parents' ability to pay would be
established. Garvey says how
much priority the center will
receive is the major question
at the moment.
In the meantime, Iris Esabrook, child care information
and referral coordinator, has
compiled a list of licensed child
care providers in the Strafford
area, with additional lists of
other areas to be published in
the future. These will aid parents in finding quality care for
their children until the center
is established.

Smith Hall to hold fiesta
By Alan Adelman

The steering committee is in
need of people to help organize
Planning for the third annual
University of New Hampshire food, cr~fts and games, publicity,
Spring International Fiesta to entertarnment, and indoor disbe held on May 2 at Smith Hall plays. "During the first week
back from Christmas· break
is now beginning.
For anybody on campus who January 19-26, I would like t~
would like to take part in get ev~ryone into the steering
organizing this festive occasion, commtttee they'd like to be in "
·
'
many positions are available. said Nelson.
Everything gets rolling in
Two committees need to be
February. All of the committees
filled bv December 21.
The executive committee begin meeting, about four hours
consists of a general manager, a w<:ek, a.1?<l the hunt for funding
treasurer, secretary, and coor- begms. We need something
dinator of grounds and equip- in the area of $7,000," said
ment. "What the executive Nelson.
As in the past, a good portion
committee does is stay on top
of the whole project and make of the funding will come from
sure that if anything goes wrong ~he ~rogram Funding Organit _d oesn't go unnoticed," said 1zat10n (PFO) or out of the
Stephen Nelson, Smith Hall s~~dent activity fees to be spedirector and head advisor of the etfte. Other soq.rces are the Dean ..
of Students Offi~e, Residential·
Fiesta.

Life, and the New England
Council for the Arts.
"We expect to get help from
the profits made on booths and
food," said Nelson. "Some sort
of a raffle might also be a
possibility.
"Outside of Smith Hall we'll
have three tents set up. One fort
will have a stage where all of
the entertainment will perform.
Another will be for all the food,
and the third for the craftspeopie's booths. Then, of course,
we'll al~o set up the indoor
display in Smith once again,"
continued Nelson.
'Tm really excited about the
w_h_o le thing. Weather permitting May 12 will be a great day
of festivities," said Nelson.
All those interested in taking
part can see Nelson at his office
on the main floor of Smith Hall
for details. ·
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A pre-holiday-edition of the Fashion
page will appear in Tuesday's New
Hampshire
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TASk Tip of the Day '

·Mak~. daily and weekly plans by prioritizing y9ur "things
_to do and actually planning on times to do each thing.
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Downtown Portsmouth,
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'10-9-8'
'Under the Gun'
"With its weird combination of
rap and singing, gunshot drumbeat and musical melting pot of :::
sounds, this has got to be one of
the most striking evocations of
street life ever heard."
- Cashbox

:::i
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Friday, Detember 13

-
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and

a pm, $12.so. $10. $a

Holiday Gift Certificates available, too'
recommended.

Box Office: 60a.:.431-3626. Reservation~

The New Hampshire
has the following positions available:

1 News Editor
1 Graphics Manager
1 Photo Editor
No prior experience is necessary
we will teach you ·everything you need to know

Pick up application s in RM 151 MUB

Avoid capital
gains tax.
Support the
American Heart
Association.
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AMEX Loser•Pt.1

By supporting the American Heart
Association you may:
• avoid capital gains tax on
appreciated securities or other
property
• reduce current and future
income taxes
• provide a lifetime income for
yourself or beneficiaries
• avoid probate and publicity
• .maximize new estate tax savings
It may pay you to inquire· about
the American Heart Association's
Planned Giving Program by con-'
tacting the American Heart Association, 7320 Greenville Avenue,
Dallas, Texas 75231.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

American Heart
Association
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Housing problems are solved 'CALENDAR
By Charlene Cloney
Home sweet home can be
'anything but sweet when a
landlord/ tenant dispute breaks
out. But students with leaky
roofs, broken boilers or rats in
the basement need not despair.
The Commuter Transfer Center's Mediation Project, or UNH
Legal Services probably haye
the answer.
The Mediation Project is a
voluntary participation method
for resolving disputes and conflicts. For tenants, the first step
to use the project is to make an
appointment at the Commuter/Transfer Center. During the
interview, the mediation process will be explained and the
complaint evaluated to determine if it is appropriate for .
mediation or better handled in
legal services.
To participate in the Mediation Ftoject, both the tenant(s)
and landlord must be willing
to attend. If both agree, the
parties involved work with the
mediators to reach an agreement. Once a settlement is
reached, the two sides sign the
agreement, which is not binding
in court but usually holds up
between the two sides.

... l.he process allows disputing
parties to resolve problems
themselves," said Morrison.
However, Morrison added
that before utilizing the services
of the Mediation Project tenants
should first try to resolve problems by attempting to talk with
landlords themselves.
Craig Evans, attorney at
UNH Legal Services said he
agrees tenants should first try
to resolve housing p11oblems
themselves.
"They should talk to opposing
parties-first to know what the
issues are. They may be able to
solve the problem themselves,"
said Evans. Evans added rhat
if legal guidance or service is
needed., UNH Legal Services can
be of assistance. "Most think
its just legal advice, but we can
go to court too," said Evans.
Last year, Legal Services dealt
with over 100 housing related
cases, the majority dealt with
security deposits and the remaining cases with landlord/tenant conflicts. The cost
for utilizing Legal Services is
included in the mandatory student activity fee payed by each
student.
In addition, town code inspec_tors and fire departments can

also aid in solving some housing
problems. Captain William Cote
of the UNH/Durham Fire Department said that though the
tire department does not deal
with landlord/tenant disputes
directly, the department has the
authority to insure that all
federal, state, and local fire
safety codes regarding housing
are upheld. "Most people don't
know about all the functions of
the fire department," said Cote.
Fire Chief Robert Wood
added that Fire Departments
are public advocates. "We are
a resource and we are available
to help. If we can't help we can
help direct people to what
agency can. We would rather
have people raise concern than
to remain "mum," said Wood.
Often, if the fire department
can't help, code enforcement_
offices which insure that housing codes are upheld, can.
Morrison explained that Durham and Newmarket abide by
state housing standards, which
are very general. But Dover has
its own housing code, therefore
standards in this town are more
specific and rigid.
HOUSING page ,26

Balcony falls with students
By Charlene Cloney
"God forbid people weren't
· under the balcony. Someone
could have gotten killed," said
Scott Riccio when the balcony
of his apartment at Strafford
Manor in Durham collapsed.
The balcony at apartment six
collapsed at approximately midnight on Saturday, October 26.
Only one of the five to six people
on the balcony required medical
attention, according to Captain
William Cote of the
UNH/Durham Fire Department.
Cote advised Judy Berry, manager at Strafford Manor not to
allow people on any of the
balconies. "I spoke with the
manager and advi~ed her as a
precaution not to use the balconies until further investi1rn-

tion is made," said Cote.
Tom Perry, town building
inspector for the Durham Code
Enforcement Office said the
collapse was_due to "structural
damage." Perry explained that
there is a problem with the
porch's design which allowed
water to seep in and cause rot.
Perry added the amount of
people on the balcony could
have accelerated the balcony's
collapse but that it probably
would have collapsed anyway.
Scott Riccio and his roommates consulted lawyers Craig
Evans and Stephen White of
UNH Legal Services to insure
that they would not be held
responsible for the damage.
"They checked the lease and
they said there is· nothing in it
that says anything about having

a keg or people on the deck,"
said Riccio. Evans and White
advised Riccio to write Berry
requesting the balcony be fixed.
, Riccio said the balcony instance is among several problems encountered by residents
at Strafford. "There's been
numerous complaints. People
go to complain on a daily basis,"
said Riccio. "She (Berry) says
that she'll get to it."
Riccio said he has reported
several problems to Berry in the
past-a broken window and
broiler, a warped floor, and a
problem with the sliding glass
door.
Keith Connors, of apartment
four, said that often' Berry is
.
BALCONY page 13
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CHRISTMAS CRAFTS FAIR: Granite State Room, MUB,
10 a.m.-6 p.m.
UNH THEATER CHILDREN'S PERFORMANCES: "Wiley
and The Hairy Man." Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 10:30
a.m: and 12:15 p.m. $1 Admission.
·
NEW HAMPSHIRE INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR: "The
Catholic Church and the Political Change in Brazil, 197 41985." Ralph Della Cava, Queens College. Alumni Center,
3:45 p.m.
AMERICAN CHAMBER WINDS CONCERT: Johnson
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Students & Senior Citizens $2,
General $3.
MUB PUB: Rocky Horror Picture Show. Pub, Memorial Union,
2 showings. Students $1, Non-students $2. 9:00 and 12:00

_e.m.

SATURDAY,DECEMBER7
NEW ENGLAND BAND ASSOCIATION MEETING:
Johnson Theater, Bratton Recital Hall, M226, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
UNH THEATER CHILDREN'S PERFORMANCES: "Wiley
·and The Hairy Man." Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts, 10:30
a.m. $1 Admission.
'
BASKETBALL: Men vs. Harvard, Field House, 3:00 p.m.

.

HOCKEY: Men vs. Boston University, Snively, 7:30 p.m.
NEW HAMPSHIRE NOTABLES WINTER CONCERT:
Enjoy- a winter evening with the Notables and the MIT
Logarhythms. Murkland, Room 110, 8 p.m. $2 Admission.
MUB PUB: Rick Berlin, the Movie. Pub, MemorialUnion,
8 p.m. Student $4, Non-students $6.
STVN MOVIE: "1941" Seacoast Lounge, Channel 55, Memorial
Union,
8 p.m.
.
.
,,- .
CONTRADANCE WITH SWALLOWTAIL: Granite State
Room, Memorial Union, 8:30 p.m. $3 Admission. All dances
taught~ everyone welcome.
SUNDAY,

DECEMB:~R

8

DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "Tis the Season
to be Giving." Granite State Room, Memorial Union, noon
to 5 p.m.
UNH CONCERT CHOIR: Holiday Concert, Johnson Theater,
Paul Arts, 3 p.m.
MUSO FILM: "Racing With The Moon." Strafford Room,
MUB, 7 & 9:30 p.m. Students $1, Non-students, $2.
MUB PUB: Boston Comedy Company, Pub, Memorial. Union,
8 p.m. Students $2, Non-students $4.
MONDAY, DECEMBER 9
DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: Granite State
Room, Memorial Union, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
SPANISH FILM: "Don Quixote." Room 110, Murkland, 7
·
p.m. Admission $1.

M.U.S.O. Film Series presents ...

TRADITION AL JAZZ SERIES: Classic Jazz Quartet. Strafford
Room, Memorial Union, 8 p.m. Students $2.50, General $3.50 ..

7:00 and 9:30 p.m.

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 10

in tbe Strafford
l_{oom, MUB

DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: Granite State
Room, ~morial Union 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Students $1.00
Noristudents $2.o'O

.

~u

-

HUMA1'fITIES LECTURE SERIES: The End of Antiquity
and the Rise of Christianity, John 0. Voll, History. Room
216, Hamilton Smith, 11a.m. to12:30 p.m.

SPA~ FILM:
Adm-i~$1.

"Don Quixote." Room 303, James, 4 p.m.

STVN MOVIE: "Star Trek 1, 2 & 3" Seacoast Lounge, Channel
55, Memorial Union, 6 p.m .

. ,'

~unday,

December

8, 1985

~with lh~Ji-11

r{,

ABBIE HOFFMAN-CENTRAL AMERICA UNDER FIRE:
Sponsored by UNH Committee on Central America. Strafford
Room, Memorial Union, 7 p.m. Admission $3. Tickets at
MUB Ticket Office.
UNH WIND SYMPHONY AND SYMPHONIC BAND:
Johnson Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.

S-tt·a r ring ·: Sean Penn, EI i z. abet h.
Mc_G ove rn and Nicolas
Cage
.

The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business
Office hours: Monday - Friday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year subscription:
$20.00. Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be
responsible for typographical or other errors, but will reprint that part
of an advertisement in which a typographical error appears, if notified
imm~9iately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire,
15 i MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printesJ. per issue
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine.
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HEALTH

REGISTRA TION FOR CONTINU ING EDUCATION SPRING COURSES: Sponsored by Division
of Continuing Education. Begins December 16,
registration office, 6 Garrison A venue. Call 8622015 for more information and to obtain a free
copy of the Spr~ng Bulletin.

DON'T LET STRESS GET THE BEST OF YOU:
Sponsored by Health Education Center, Health
Services. Discussion of the pressures and possibilities of being a student at UNH. Coping strategies,
relaxation, and time managemen t will be discussed.
Monday, December 9, Phi. Mu and Tuesday,
December 10, Congreve, 8 p.m.

CAREER

' · '\...

~ ,~

MUB INFORMA TION TABLE: Sponsored by .
Career Planning and Placement . Staff member
available to briefly answer questions and provide
information . Monday, December 9, Balcony Table,
Memorial Union, 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.

CLUBS AND ORGANIZ ATIONS
MUSLIM STUDENT' S ASSOCIATION PRAYER:
Friday, December 6, Forest Park, 12:30 p.m. Contact
Abdol-Ham id at 868-1748 for more information .
CHRISTIA N MISSIONS IN EASTERN EUROPE:
Sponsored by Intervarsity Christian Fellowship .
· Tricia Noble, a missionary for Eastern European
Bible Missions will present a slide show and
discussion on her work behind the Iron Curtain.
Friday, December 6, Devine Lounge, 7 p.m.
UNH YOUNG REPUBLICANS CONVENT ION:
We will induct new members, elect officers, ratify
our constitution . Voting members must have paid
$5 dues. New members and dues will be accepted
until 2 p.m. Sunday, December 8, Senate Room,
Memorial Union, 1 to 3 p.m. All interested parties
welcome.

GENERAL
AUDITION S FOR THE 1986 UNDERGR ADUATE PRIZE PLAYS: Sponsored by Departmen t
of Theater & Communica tions. Open to all UNH
students. Plays are written, directed and performed
by students and put on for the American College
Theater Festival. Wednesday , December 11,
Hennessy Theater, 5 to 7 p.m. All welcome.
MUB LOST AND FOUND SALE: Sponsored by
Office of Student Activities. Friday, December 13,
East/West Lounge, Memoria~ Union, 9 a.m.

GERMAN CLUB AND COFFEE HOUR: Tuesdays
and Thursdays, German Lounge, 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
ANIMAL SCIENCE CLUB MEETING: Discussion
of the Little Royal. Tuesday, December 10, Room
· 202, Kendall, 7 p.m. New members welcome. ·

COMMEN CEMENT BREAKFA ST: Sponsored
by Parents Asso<::iation. All graduating students, ·
their families and friends, as well as faculty and
staff participatin g in commencem ent are invited
to a precommen~ement breakfast. Donuts, muffins,
juice and coffee will be served. Saturday, December
14, New Hampshire Hall, 8:30 to 10 _a.m.
WOMEN'S COMMISSI ON SEEKS NEW UNDERGRADUAT E STUDENT MEMBER: New member __
for spring semester. Res_Ponsibi~ities include
attending bi-weekly meetings (Fndays.,n oon-2
p .m..), a monthly stud~nt cauc:u~ _meeting and
participatin g in Committee activ.mes. For. ~ore
information , contact the Women s Commissio !l,
862-1058 by Wednesday, December 11.
UNIVERS ITY THEATER AUDITION S FOR
THE MUSICAL 'JOSEPH AND THE AMAZING ..
TECHNICO LOR DREAMCO A T.": Sponsored by
Theater and Communic ation. "Joseph ... " is the
rock musical by the auth~; of "Cats," "Evita," ~nd
Craig Evans, a lawyer working with UNH Legal Services, is
"Jesus Christ Superstar. The U~H ptoductton
is open to all UNH students and will be presented
one of two lawyers who can provide students with free legal
May 1-10, 1986. Audition m~ter~als may be picked
advice.
(Cindy Rich photo)
up in M-211, Paul Arts beginning December 16.
Auditions on Thursday, January 30, 4:30 to 7:~0
p.m. and Friday, January 31, 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. m
Hennessy Theater, Paul Arts. Call backs set for
Feb 2 from 3 to 6 p.m.
EXHIBIT: Recent work by Potter Linda Bailey
Thursday, Dec. 5- Now Sound Express
is on display in the Ceramic Department , Paul Arts Center.
APPLY NOW FOR JUNE TRANSFE R ORIENRoe;ky Horror Picture ·
Friday, Dec. 6TATION STAFF: For information and applications,
Show
contact The Commuter /Transfer Center, Room
136, Memorial Union, 862-3612. Fun, experience, _
2 shows

TUESDAY NIGHT LIVE: Sponsored by Campus
Crusade for Christ. Tuesday, December 10, Room
207, Horton, 7 p.m.
MID-DAY CONNECT IONS-NET WORKING
SPECIAL- SINGLE PARENTS : Sponsored by
Non-Tradi tional Student Program . We invite
students who are single parents to stop by with
their lunch and share their experiences and thoughts
on the demands of being a parent and a student.
We'll provide soup. Wednesday , December 11,
Underwood House, noon to 1:30 p.m. Call 8623647 for more information.
TAVOL\ ITALIANA: Wednesday , December 11,
Room 102, Murkland, noon.
PEOPLE FOR A FREE SOUTH AFRICA MEET- ING: For people interested in seeing the·u niversity
and state of N.H. break financial ties with South
Africa. Help educate. Wednesday , December 11,
Room 141, Hamilton Smith, 7 p.m.
MORTAR BOARD MEETING : Thursday, December 12, Hamilton Smith, 6 p.m.
FAMILY/H OLIDAY POT LUCK DINNER:
Sponsored by Non-Tradit ional Student Program.
Bring friends, kids, anyone you like, including
yourself! Special activities for children. Thursday,
· December 12, Underwood House, 5:30 p .m. For
more information , call 862-3647.
CHRISTMA S TREE SALE: Sponsored by Xi Sigma
Pi. Now through December 21 or until trees are
gone. Porch of Pettee Hall, Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.
. ..

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMO US MEETING: Tuesdays, 12:30 to 2 p .m . and Wednesday s, noon to
1 p.m. in Wolff House.
COUNSEL ING FOR WOMEN'S ISSUES: Sponsored by Health Education Center and Health
Services. Counseling available regarding such issues
as body image, relationsh ips, independence/depend ence, etc. Wednesdays by appointmen t,
Hood House, 9 to 3:30 p.m. Call 862-3823 for
appointmen t.
··
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOL ICS MEET- .
ING: Thursdays, Underwood House, 7 to 8:30 p.m.
and Fridays, Catholic Student Center, 7:30 to 9
p.m.

Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below.
Academic Serv-ices. Registratio n is required. Call
862-3527 or stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster.
Additional $5 charge for non-USNH personnel.
All courses are held in the Stoke Cluster Classroom
unless otherwise indicated.
LARGE SYSTEMS SEMINAR SERIES: Tape
Handling Under VAX/VMS is the topic <?f this
seminar. Topics covered include an overview of
tape handling programs available on the VAX and
suggestions on using tapes to transfer files from
the DECIO to the VAX . The coverage assumes
at least beginner-lev el experience in using the VMS
operating system. Friday, December 6 from 2 to
4p.m. '

CHRISTIA N SCIENCE MEETING : Tuesday,
December 10, Rockingham Room, Memorial Union,
12:30 p.m.
DECEMBE R BAG LUNCHES: Sponsored by NonTraditional Student Program. Stop by with your
lunch and we'll provide soup. Tuesday, December
10, Underwood House, 12:30 to 2 p.m. Call 8623647 for more information.

t~ 5 .p.m. ~~tu~~a~-~n~ S~nd~y, -~O ~·m:. to ..3 ~:m·..

By Alan Adelman
affairs. "Recovering a student's
Univerist y of New Hamp- security deposit is probably the
shire students who need a most frequent," said Evans.
lawyer but can't afford it can "Another frequent problem is
go to Craig Evans and Stephen a student will get tied up with
White, lawyers who specialize a lease and bring it in for me
in criminal law, for free.
to undo."
Evans and White are under
"One thing I might suggest
contract with student senate as a preventive measure would
judicial committee to provide be to bring the lease in before
free legal services to active actually signing it. I could look
UNH students. The service is it over and discuss the ramnifunded by UNH student's ac- fications before the fact," said
tivities fees.
Evans.
"What I do is represent
'Td also advise students to
students with legal problems take caution not to say somesuch as criminal cases, landlord- thing to the police that can be
tenant discrepancies, and open used against them," explained
container, altered identification, Evans. "Many times what a
assault, and drunk driving vi- student says is the only postive
olations," said Evans. "One evidence. It's importan t to
provision, however, is that these remember you have the right
cases must concern fines or to remain silent."
claims of less than $1,000."
Although tenant-lan dlord
Two other stipulations in the · suits are the most prevalent, a
student senate and Evan and wide range of disputes
crop up.
White's contract with the Uni- ''I've helped students who
were
versity eliminate felony cases . improperl y fired," said
Evans.
and between-student mediation "One time someone had
their
from the lawyers' juristiction.
pictures misused by a calendar.
Also prohibited are all cases I helped the student receive
between a student and the compensation."
University . "I can not use the
The program has been
Universit y through this ser- operation for fifteen years, in
but
vice," said Evans.
The most common cases are LEGAL page 24
the off campus student-landlord

COMPUTE R SERVICES

PULSE COMMITT EE MEETING: Sponsored by
Dean of Student Affairs Office. Monday, December
9, Conference Room, Dean of Students, Huddleston ,
10 a.m.
.W ILDLIFE SOCIETY MEETING : Sponsored by
Wildlife Departmen t. Election of new secretary/treasur er. Monday, December 9, Room 104,
Pettee, 7 p.m.

.-

Law yer s giv e free
adv ice to stu den ts
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students $1.00
non-stu dents $2.00
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':t:J,I Saturday, Dec. 7- Rick Berlin, The Movie
~students $4.00
fI
non-stu dents $6.00
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35 of the most loved carols on
cassette tape played on the 246-bell

r

f 1;

,•'
Henderson Memorial Carillon
D
.·
''P: !i
ff $i at Houghton's Hardware
I \..
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or Town and Campus .
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Sunday, Dec. 8-

Boston Comedy
Compan y
students $2.00
non-stu dents $4.00
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Learn to live with sotneOne

(continued from page 1)
supposed to, there is not enough
space for cars. "I think dimi-nating the numbers of people
in the buildings will cut back
on the problems," he added.
A realtor at Don Thompson
Real Estate Agency also agreed
with the proposal. She said
maintaining the quality of the
neighborhoods has become a
problem over the last few years
because there are too many
students in some of the homes.
At the meeting last night, two
UNH students presented a·n
alternate plan to the Durham
Neighborhood Zoning Association's proposal. Jim Wiezorek
and Holly Thom suggested
Durham and UNH form a
committee similar to the one
formed when the university
apartment complex was being
planned. The committee would
be called the University Neighbor hood Council and would
consist of four residents, two
faculty members who do not
own property in the areas in
question and two students. The
council's purpose would be to
increase communication between the university and Durham residents.
Wiezorek said the proposed
council would require landlords
to register property as student
rentals. They would also suggest
a standard lease so enforcing
laws would be easier.
The planning board listened
to the proposal but made no
comment about it, according to
Thom. "They listened to us but
they knew how they were going
to vote," she said.
"The ordinance won't solve
the problem," she added. "All

the houses are grandfathered
anyway and they'll still have a
problem."
Currently, when renting to
unrelated people, landlords are
restricted to one person per 300
square feet of usable space in
a building. But some landlords
have ignored this limit. As a
result of the attention brought
to the problem, some students
living in overcrowded houses
are forced to move.
"It's not right, we never knew
there was such a law when we
signed the lease," said Kathy
Vickery, a sophomore at UNH
her
who has to move out of
1
house next semester. 'They
wanted all eight of us to leave
so they could find a family and
get more money." She said the
realtor agreed to allow four of

"I live with a resident and I
can~
think the whole idea is pretty
good from a resident's standpoint," said Dale Feeney, a
junior who lives on Faculty
Road. "I wouldn't want the
whole place to turn into a
student ghetto." He said he
didn't think it would solve all
the problems, but it would help.
J. Gregg Sanborn, dean of
Student Affairs, said, I can
TASk Tip of the Day
understand the town's interest
in reducing the number of _ Be sure to attend all review sessions and the last class prior to an
unrelated people in residential
exam: information about the exam and exam material may be
areas but I'm not sure it will sove
discussed.
the problem." He said if the
proposal goes through, it will
have an adverse effect on the ~~~
- •:·: ·
availability of housing in Dur- ·
~-~·;
.
~:·.~:
ham.

who's living with
Callus.

tAMERKAN-SOCETY'_

Christianity Lives
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"I don't think the people
should regulate who can live in
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Tricia Noble-a missionary for Eastern
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WI present ;:E:
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RESIDENTIAL LIFE
ONIVERSITY ~f NEW HAMPSHIRE

Resident Assistants
Leadership That Lasts a Lifetime
Informational
Meetings
\

December 9th ... At Stoke Hall. ..6:00 pm ... (main lounge)
December 1Oth ... At Devine Hall. .. 6:00 pm ... (main lounge)
December 11 th ... At Eaton House ... 6:00 pm ... (main lounge)
January 27th ... At Jessie Doe ... 6:00 pm ...(main lounge)
January 28th ... At Fairchild Hall. .. 6:00 pm ... (main lounge)
January 29th ... At Hubbard Hall. .. 6:00 pm ... (main lounge)

*You must attend an informational meeting to receive an application.

- --"----~
-----TL1b.60U ND ALTb_R.NATl'v'b.-

\\/UNtJ

91.? FM

BRINGS AUSTRALIA TO YOU
December 9-14
We'll be giving away
•ALBUMS BY AUSTRALIAN ARTISTS SUCH
AS THE HOODOO GURUS, MIDNIGHT
OIL AND OTHERSI
•BOOMERANGS (complete with instructionsl)
and ·in the spirit of the hoUdays
we'll also be giving away official

\VUNiJ 91.3 FM
Shirts and Flying Discs
When you hear
''~,~'

CALL AND WIN
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will pay you the
best prices in
Durham

. IF YOU HAVE TEXT BOOK S
THAT ARE DOIN G NOTH ING
BUT GATH ERIN G DUST ,
WHY NOT SELL THEM
TO BARN ES & NOBL E
AND GET INSTA NT CASH ?

~~-

You' can get CASH ON THE SPOT
when you sell your textbooks to
Barnes &·· Noble. We'll p~y you top
prices-UP TO 50°/o
·

•

The best time to sell is right NOW!
. We'll Pay You
.. .just bring your
.
books. to BARNES & .N OBLE BOOKSTO RI;
We look

fon.~ard

to seeing you.

Hours
BARNES & NOBLE .
Mon.-Th urs. 8:30-6:00
Fri. 8:30-5:00
Sat. 10:00-3:00

Hours
MUB Senate Rootn
Mon., Dec. 16th through
Fri., Dec . .20th 9:00-5:00
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--------......ABUSE- ---------(continued from page 3)
care centers, because of fear of companies have raised their
being sued by parents bf a rates," added Anglin.
sexually abused child," said
"If I were a parent and enHotailing. "Insurance compan- rolling my kid in a day care
ies are also raising rates on some center, I would ask if parents
centers, so they cannot afford are allowed to visit anytime they
paying," added Hotailing. Ac- want, if they say no, then I'd be
cording to Judy Anglin, director discouraged," said Hotailing.
of the Durham Infant Center, "Ask how many private places
"Dr. Hotailing is correct, our there are in the center, and about
rates have gone up two and a the staff members. If there is
half times. It is very difficult a high turnover, then it means
to pay these costs, and the cost the center isn't screening its
is passed down to the parents," employees very well," Hotailing
said Anglin. "I assume it is said. "Our study will show how
because of the publicity about these factors are related to
abuse in centers that insurance sexual abuse."

-----OBS ERVATO RY----(continued from page 3)
following the progress of the
comet.
"The tail will begin forming
within the , next couple of
weeks," said Reinhard, "but will
grow slowly and will not reach
its full length until March or
April."
Halley's comet is named for
the English astronomer Edmund Halley who proved
comets take definite paths
around the sun at regular intervals.
According to historical records it was first sighted in 240
BC and has reappeared every
75 to 76 years since them. It was
last seen on July 1, 1911 and will
next appear in 2061.
The first sighting of the
present appearance of Halley's
comet was made at the Mount
Palamar Observatory in California about three years ago,

Remember family or friends
with Speci'al Occasion,
Get Well or Memorial cards.

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE

American Heart
Association

DECEMBER
BREAKFAST - .

SPECIAL
I

·Ca=FEE - JUICE
MUFFIN

This combination is bound to
get you off on the right track.
Served daily from
7:00-10:30 am

~1•1 .,~

~,.J,JWJ
LNH DAIRY BAR
in the train station

according to Reinhard.
Reinhard advises visitors to
.dress warmly as there is no heat
in the observatory. He also
advises visitors to spend 10 to
15 minutes outside in the dark
without lights to let their eyes
adjust before viewing the stars.

THE BOSE®

UNIVERSITY PROGRAM:
A Unique Muslcal Opportunity for UNH Students, Staff and Faculty.
A company that owes its origins to university research is proud to bring the products of that research
directly to the universi~ community. It was an MIT research program in acoustics under the direction
of Dr. Amar G. Bose that led to the founding of Bose Corporation-and to the design of the Bose 901®
Direct/Reflecting® speaker system. This speaker became an audio legend, as well as the technological inspiration for the entire line qf Bose Direct/Reflecting® speakers. Now through a unique progrC¥TJ.
the students, faculty and staff of UNH may purchase Bose speakers-inc!:.iding the world-acclaimed
901 Series V system-directly from Bose ..;orporate headquarters in Framingham, Massachusetts. In fact, under this program, you can
borrow a pair of Bose speakers to try out in your
own listening room and pay for them with the
new Bose Credit Plan! Your Bose student representative will be happy to give you full details. For
more information, call "-ff Coleman at 868-6039

The New Bose Credit Plan.
Ask your representative for details.

Peter Hauck
749-2251
C011ered by patent rights issued and /or pendmg
All rights reserved

© Copyropht 1985 Bose Corporation

Bose Dlrect/Reflectlng9 Speaker Systems.
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If Elizabeth Barrett
_ and Robert Browning had
AT&T's 60%and 40%discounts,
it would have been a terrible
loss tor English literature. ~

#

-~

~:.
.

-~ ~

And of course, she wouldn't have had to
.restrict her feelings to a mere sonnet's
length, either.
· After all, you can always think of one
more way to tell someone you love them
· when you're on the phone.
Let us count the ways you can save.
Just call weekends till 5pm Sundays, or
from llpm to Sam, Sunday throltgh Friday,
and you11 save 60% off AThT's Day Rate

:

on your state-to-state calls.
Call between 5pm and llpm, Sunday
through Friday, and you11 save 40% on your
state-to-state calls.
So when you're asked to choose a long
distance company, choose AThT. Because
with AThT's 60% and 40% discounts, you
can satisfy your heart's desire without
·;,exhausting your means.

· Reach out and touch someone~

=====ATQT

The right choice.

Cl 1985 AT&T Communications
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EFFECTIVE LEAD-ERSHIP:
*
1985 GRANIT6~ _t . :
a conference to make a difference
**
. ..Or
v

Get a 1984 GRANI TE
FREE!!

~
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... attention all current leaders, you are invited to
apply to:

-Monday -Friday 9-3

UNB YEARBOOK SALES

~
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:
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*
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*~****** *******·**************************** ~*

The Dean of Students office, Women's·
Commission and Department of Residential
Life encourage your application to this conference designed to assist students in their
development as a leader.
The conference will include a focus on:
• Innovative, dynamic leadership skills
•Leadership with a vision
•Fundamenta ls of influence
_ •Society and leadership

This two day training program will be held off~campus
at the Walnut Hill Conference Center in nearby Raymond,
Nf! on February 18/19.. r~ansportation, food and /odgng
will be free to all part1c1pants selected to attend. You
need not be in a leadership position or have leadership
experience in order to apply.

Applications are now available from the Dean
of Students office, located on the second floor
of Huddleston. The deadline for application is
December 18.
'

On Decemb er 7, 1941, the Japanes e Navy suddenl y attacked

Pearl Harbor.·..
On Saturday, Decemb er 7, 1985,,~SlVN will return the favor...
presents ...
student television network

Saturday. Decembe r 7
8:00 pm
Seacoast Lounge. MUB

!

Dan Aykroyd, Ned Beatty, John Belushi, Lorraine Gary
. ~ Universal; Directed by Steven Spielberg
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CAREER RELATED JOBS
WHY PROCRASTI NATE ANY LONGER?

•

I

LET FIELD EXPERIENCE HELP YOU
GET MORE FROM YOUR STUDIES!

MOVE D TO
RICHA RDS
AUDIT ORIUM

Call 862-1184
UNH FIELD EXPERIE NCE

.
.
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No knapsacks, b:,;,~;,,~;,::~:~;;:~:~:.~:~;:~;,;,,=,~'.~;'.,,~.~ bottles or cans.
And Saturday, December 7th
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RICK BERLIN, THE MOVIE
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~j

(formerly of Berl in Airlift)
Doors open at 8:00 pm.

:~~~

~

Students $4.00
Nonstudents $6·.oo
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THE BOSTON COMEDY COMPANY
Students $2.00
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-------BALCON~------(continued from page 5)
unavailable and when she is able tion between her and them. 'T d complaint evaluated to deterto report the problems, many say things are going pretty mine if it is appropriate for
mediation or better handled in
of his requests for repair go well," said Berry.
The previously stated land- legal services.
neglected. "Nothing gets done,"
For Scott Riccio and his
lord/ tenant and housing probhe said.
In September, Connors re- le1.1s are just a few of the many roommates, housing conditions
ported a problem with the encountered by the 5,000 Uni- are slowly but surely changing.
garbage-disposal, a broken win- versity of New Hampshire They have had their broken
window and sliding glass door
dow, and poor water pressure students living off-campus.
According to Maggie Morri- repaired and reconstruction of
from the shower. "I asked her
if she could fix them and she son, housing coordinator for the balcony is planned for next
kept making excuses about why me commuter Transfer Center, month. '
they couldn't be fixed," said most of these problems remain - In addition to speaking with
Connors. "We're paying $1,175 unresolved because students are Craig and Evans at UNH Legal
(a semester), we should get unaware of the servi..:es available Services, Riccio also spoke with '
to help them. Morrison ex- Tom Perry in reference to the
·
things done."
there are two forms of building codes for the apartplained
"We do pay a lot to live here,"
said Liz Wetherill, also a res- aid available to help in solving ment. According to Riccio, Perry
ident of Strafford. "What we housing difficultie~ The Me- said the code states that in such
pay ~nd what we get is ridicu- diation Project and Legal Ser- a situation, the balcony must
be repaired.
vices.
lous.
"They (Legal Services) helped
The Mediation Project is a
Wetherill said her shower did
out so we knew what to do.
us
method
participation
voluntary
not work for four days. "We had
to use theirs," she said pointing for resolving disputes and con- It was a good start. It was good
to the adjacent apartment. "The flicts. For tenants, the first step to talk with Tom Perry also,"
shower is working now but not to use the project is to make an said Riccio "We made all the ,
appointment at the Commu- conncections and found out
that good," Wetherill added.
Judy Berry said she feels the ter/Transfer Center. During the what was wrong and what was
tenants at Strafford are content interview, the mediation pro- right."
and there is good communica- cess will be explained and the

NH's
Largest Shoe Store

OPEN
SUNDAY
12-5 p._m.
I

RED'S/:=
35 Bic)aClway

Dover, NH
near Kari-Van.

Need Money
for the
Holidays?
Sell me your used
ROCK LP's and cassettes
Must be in good condition
Fair prices paid in cash
Call John Bussell
Exeter 778-1869

HOURS M-F 9-6
Sat. 9-4

t/{ick§
fjOOD "FOOD c'}IND CfJRINKS

47 8-f11iq °SI.

CfJurl/.11m. 8'/."11.

.....---MON. ---i..11
L-~ 'n ~ Soup and Sandwich
D-Mushroom St_e_a_k__
TUES.----1
L-Bar-B-Q Roast• Beef
Sandwich
D-Bar-B-Q Chicken
I

..,_---WED.---""
L-GriffecfBacon Cheese
'n Tomato
D-Spaghetti and Meatballs
THURS.
L-Monte Cristo
D-Hungarian Goulash
w/Rice
FRI.
L-Clam Roll
.D-Teri Steak Kabob
.....---SAT.-----p~Shri~p ?.campi

,·

'

..
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WHAT LOOKS'.B ETTER ON
YOUR .RESUME? ......
..............................
.
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,Saltshaker Filler

V Assistant Business

Manager
V Advertising Associate
at the
New Hampshire .
Newspaper
1381 students are graduating under

On Saturday, December 14, the New England Center will present
our graduation buffet...a delicious assortment of appetizers, entrees
and desserts planned by our Chef, all for just $11 .95. Served from
Noon to 2 PM. Call now for reservations .. .862-2815.
In our lounge ... "Dancin"' featuring Darlene Townsend, 8 PM to Midnight.

WSBE alone. Remember...
It 1s

A Perfect Way
To Celebrate ...

experience

that matters in the real world.
To apply for Assistant Business Manager and
Advertising Associate for semester II stop by room
108, in the MUB.
Application will be due December 8th at 3 p.m:

lttolfotd

aucnUc, dutham, n.h. (605) 862·281S
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You've worked hard getting
your degree, hard enough that
you'd like to continue the challenge. That's what Army Nursing
offers. The challenge of professional
practice, ne~ study opportunities,
continuing education and travel
are all part of Army Nursing. And
you'll have the respect and dignity
accorded an officer in the United
States Army.
If you're working on your
BSN or if you already have a BSN
and are registered to practice in the
United States or Puerto Rico, talk
to our Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.

THE WORLD
IS YOUR CAMPUS
Study around the world, visiting Japan, Korea,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt,
Turkey, Greece and Spain. Our 100 day voyages sail
in January and September offering 12-15 transferable
hours of credit from more than 50 voyage-related
courses.
The S.S. U~IVERSE is a 500 passen~er Americanbuilt ocean liner, registered in Liberia. Semester at Sea
admits stude~ts without regard to color, race or creed.
For details call toll-free

Sgt. David Perkins
Federal Building
151 Forest Avenue
Portland, Maine

Collect:

(207) ,,, 775-2194

(800) 854-0195

or write:

Semester at Sea
Institute for Shipboard Education
University of Pittsburgh, 2E Fbrbes Quadrangle
Pittsburgh, PA 15260

ARMY NURSE CORPS.

Special Presentation and Information Session!
Tuesday, December 10
7:00pm
Smith Hall Lounge

BEALLYOU CM BE.

~----------------------------------,

Y~IR~L~.
fine vintage clothing .

Grand Openi ng
20% discoun t
on all merchan dise
with this coupon
good through Decemb er 12

Attorneys

•
•••
••

Craig F. Evans

Stephen White
!
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I
I
I
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CONSULT ATION

I

I
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I

47 Main Street
Durham, ·New Hampshir e
03824 USA
·
Open 11-7
Phone: (603) 868-1938
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Editorial
Pla yin g ga me s wit h pe op le' s liv es
A spate of maliciou s false fire alarms
has caused considerable resentme nt in Stoke·
and other dormitor ies recently. Students
on several occasions have had to leave the
dormito ries .a nd stand in bitterly cold
weather while Public Safety and fire officers
searched the ~uildings fo_r non-exis tent
fires and, in some instance s, bombs. For
students who take their schoolwo rk seriously, these night-tim e disturba nces are, to
say the least, an infuriatin g disruptio n. The
false alarms are also expensiv e. Accordin g
to the Fire Departm ent, each alarm costs
$200, an expense that is ultimatel y passed
straight to the students. Since Jan. 1st, there
have been 73 malicious false alarms. Added
up, the stupidity of a handful of individuals
has cost students nearly $15,000 this year.
The false alarms in Stoke, Christen sen and
Hubbard Halls two weekend s ago alone

cost about $1,200.
But there is a far more frighteni ng aspect
of the problem. When the fire departme nt
responde d to ~n alarm in the early hours
a few days ago, they found 130 students
who had decided to ignore the sirens and
remain in their rooms.
It is not surprisin g that people no longer
take the alarms seriously. But it could not
take much imaginat ion, even for the idiots
responsi ble for setting off the sirens, to
apprecia te the likely outcome of such.
indiffere nce in the event of a real emergency.
Exactly what mental afflictio n would
drive someone to playing such a dangerous
game with the lives of his or her fellow
students is difficult to understan d. But the
.commen t of one Stoke resident disturbed
by the repeated false ahrms probably hits

the mark: "I don't see how anybody past
third grade can get any kind of enjoyme nt
out of pulling fire alarms."
One thing is for sure. There is no place
for such children at UNH; or any other
universit y for that matter. When they are
caught, these kids should be expelled, for
there is nothing they will contribut e to the
Universi ty and certainly there is nothing
the Universi ty -can do for them.
It is incumbe nt on students to take two
measures to prevent a tragedy in the future:
All alar.tl}s must be taken seriously . With
the high number of people living on campus,
fires are inevitable. The last life-threa tening
fire in a dormitor y occured less thar1 two
years ago. Secondly, students should demand
of the Universit y judicial system that anyone
found guilty of fire or bomb hoaxes be dealt
with strictly.

'··

Bloo d drive

year old daughter was diagnosed
with a Neuroblasto ma. a malignant
tumor that strikes very small
children. Amanda was treated at
Children's Hospital and the Sidney
Farber Cancer Institute. She received very strong doses of Che. motherapy for long periods of time;
therefore she had to have blood tests
once a week. Due to the treatments
~er red blood count would be very
low.
It was at this time that I received
a call from Jarry Stearns, of the
American Red Cross. Someone had
told her of our sick child and that
she was in need of blood, because
of the low counts and also that she
would be needing blood for an.
operation in the future. Jarry, "The
Blood Lady", as Amanda called her,
explained how blood can be replaced, and that people could donate
blood in Amanda's name.
Amanda received many pints of
blood and everytime she got her
transfusion , she would call it her
"Happy Juice" and tell the other
kids of the floor that she got it from
the, "Blood Lady." Maybe a pint
of blood doesn't seem like much
to us, but for kids with cancer it can
mean life for a little while longer.
I had heard about the American
Red Cross and Blood drawings but
I never realized how important this
organizatio n is to everyone ot us.
People need blood fo~ many different reasons, and because of the
generous donors and the Red Cross
the lives of many people can be
saved.
We certainly appreciated the
blood replacemen ts that Amanda
received; just think if a small pint
of blood is "Happy Juice" to these
sick kids,' all you thousands of
donors can be proud that you are
a big part of their life.
All wenn say is Thank God, The
American Red Cross and all the
beautiful donors for every pint of
"Happy Juice"; that they have given
so that others may live.
Phyllis M. Howard

To the Editor:
A patient in northern New
Hampshire has Von Willebrand 's
disease and receives transfusion s
of 48 to 60 units of blood for each
l episode. Red Cross needs more than
300 blood donations each year just
to support this one patient.
A victim of an automobile accident in our region suffers multiple
injuries and is taken into surgery.
For a period of six days, he. is
supplied with over 93 blood components.
A woman was hospitalize d in
Ohio, her son wrote, "From a
professional point of view, I always
admired your blood bank operation,
but I never thought I would have
a personal involvemen t. Now that
I have, I can only add my deepest
thanks to the many you (the Red
Cross) have received over the years.
The support of my mother's needs
was over and above any reasonable
expectation s in this cold and detached world. The replacemen t of
the blood has helped in a most
critical situation. Again, thank you! '
It seems only fitting that I tell
you of UNH some real life stories
made possible because of people
like you!
It seems only fitting because you
can add your own chapter to the
Red Cross memoirs when we visit
Durham on Sunday, December 8th
from 12 to 5 and remain for your
donations from Monday, December
9 through Wednesday , December
11th, from 10 am to 3 pm at the
MUB.
Please give some thought to these
crisis in people's lives and try to
put yourself in their places. It could
be you or someone dear to you!
Turn on your hear light as you
read this beautiful final story and
give the gift that only you can give
in the season of love toward mankind!
Jarry Stearns
Durham Red Cross Blood Chairperson To the Editor:
This is in answer to the editorial
"Investmen t with Teeth" and the
To the Editor: .
Senate's vote of approval to keep
On August 27, 1976, our 2 1/2 ~ UNH's investment in South Africa.

Edito rial

•

A resolution against divestment
from South Africa was passed by
the UNH Student Sentate, in
addition to this resolution, an
editorial on the same line appeared
in the New Hampshire paper on
Nov. 26, '85; the editorial title was
"Investmen t with Teeth."
Both, the resolution approving to
keep investment in South Africa
and the editorial seem to follow the
line of "Constructiv e engagement "
used by the Reagan's administration. Constructiv e engagemen t has
proven to be a failure: nothing has
been accomplish ed and measures
such as suppressio n of free press
nationally and internationa lly, the
curtailmen t of freedom of movement or gathering, the emergency
of state, jailing, disapearan ces,
tortures, killings and beatings of
people are a living proof that
Botha's regime is committed not
to allow interferenc e with the
internal affairs in South Africa.
· Therefore, to believe that the
proposal of a "Proxy Mechanism "
under which a central policy committee monitors and enforces the
improvem ent of South African
workers, as supported by senator
Kennett Bartlett and the UNH's
senate is utopic and unrealistic.
It is easy to say that there could be
enforceme nt on improving the l
living conditions of workers and
the people of South Africa, bu.t
President Botha and his regime will
make sure that the. priviledges of
the white minority remain intact.
To believe the end of Apartheid
System or improvem ent of the
situation will happen through
continuing investment is a fallacy;
this is when Bishop Tutu's remark
related to investmen t comes to
To believe the end of the Aparth~id~
system or improvem ent of the
situ~ti~n ~ill happei:i through
co~t1_numg mvestment ts a fallacy;
this ts when Bishop Tutu's remark
related to investmen t comes to
light: "Those who invest in South
Africa should not think they are
doing us a favor; they are for what
they can get out of our cheap and
abundant labor and they should
know that they are butressing one :
of the most vicious sytems." In·
addition the strongest black labor
union calls for divestment to infleunce the country's governmen t
to impose change and allow the
black majority better representa··

tion, the right to vote, better living
conditions and the dignity of being
treated as human beings.

wishing to assist me or any other
disabled people on campus to ask
first if we need medical attention
before calling for it.
Thank you,
Kevin Robinson

Assis tanc e
To the Editor:
My name is Kevin Robinson. I
am a student here at the University
of New Hampshire. I have Cerebral
Palsy and occasionally I have rather
severe spasms.
Last week, while sitting in the
MUB cafeteria, I experience d a
strong spasm. It caused extreme
tightness in the back of my leg ;
which resulted in severe pain which,
quite honestly, caused me to yell.
However, this does not mean that
every time I have a spasm medical
attention is needed.
I do not wish to "come down"
on anyone; I realize that the person
who called the ambulance was just
acting out of concern and I do
appreciate it. I would just like to
point out that in the future, when
something like that happens, it
wcmld be a good idea for the person

Write lette rs
to your
news pape r
Address all mail to:
The New Hampshire,
Room 151,
MUB.
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University Forum
Is Sou th Africa unique?
It is difficult to be entirely certain how the recent
swelling of emotion about South Africa has arisen.
If the object of this antipathy was somehow new
or somewhat different than it had been, surely there
would be some proximate reason for the uproar.
But South Africa has a long established identity
and, if there are any clear trends, there has been
a modest lessening of the immorality of their system.
There may not be any outstanding reason for
this issue to be suddenly of such importance, still
a more legitimate question would address the proper
policy of our government towards South Africa,
and the appropriate ness of economic and other
sanctions. Though sanctions have not been considered seriously in the past, and though there has
been no immediate changes in South Africa to readily
warrant them, perhaps they should represent a
legitimate aspect of our policy.
If one assumes that apartheid is an inherently
evil system, say on the order of any system in which
one class subjugates another be it because of social
status, race, culture, sex or religion, then one could
fairly "lump" South Africa into a huge category
including India, a large collection of miscellaneous
African states, Northern Ireland, most Arabian
countries, and any number of places if one cares
to broaden the definitions. And is it worse to
subjugate on the basis of race, or social class, or
of tribal affiliation? Is a totalitarian state, where
only a handful rule, better or worse than one in
which one group rules another? These questions
are not easily answered and there may be no answer.
But suffice it to say that the apartheid system is
inherently evil and one of many evil government s
in the world.
.Given this number of countries, the policy of
the American government must take each in turn

and, given the context of their interactions with
us, and their actions nationally and internationally,
choose a policy. South Africa has a long consistant
record of anti-Fascist and anti-Commu nist activity.
At a strategic location in the horn of Africa, South
Africa has provided an environment very favorable
politically and economically to the United States.
As the free world's only source of any number of
trace and other industrial metals, as well as the
largest supplier of gold and diamonds, South Africa
is an important American trading partner. A case
could be made that South Africa is one of half a
dozen countries most important to America in the
world.
Should America divest itself of all investments
and invoke sanctions against South Africa? With
a consistant and histori{ally supportive ally, such
as South Africa, such action should not be undertaken
lightly. Furthermor e, we do not often invoke
sanctions without some heinous event, such as the
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and never against
a friendly nation.
Into a political and economic milleau, blacks have
emmigrated into South Africa in large numbers.
Though clearly an unfavorable political environment, a vital economic machine has supplied a
livelihood superior to that of neighboring countries.
Whatever Americans think of the relative evil of
apartheid, the emmigration continues.
The imposition of economic disincentive s by
America may have an impact on South Africa, but
the question remains, is this good governmen t
policy? Any American can choose to buy or not
to buy South African products or investments, but
should government activity prohibit such economicactions? Several points can be made about the
imposition of government sanctions.

By John J. Sullivan
•The United States has never taken such action
against a friendly stable government.
•Never has such an action provided a significant
impact on the recipient country.
•It is most likely that the intended ·beneficiaries
of such an action, the labor pool, will be most
n~gatively impacted. These people are also those
who can least afford any loss.
•Trade between the United States and South
Africa is more a necessity to the United States and
that stopping this trade will hurt the US more that
South Africa.
•There is probably equally as goqd a reason to
impose trade restrictions on any number of other
nations as there is on South Africa.
Several hundred years ago Dutch settlers in the
south. of Africa foundec;l a country after numerous
wars with indigenous black tribes. This "white tribe"
represents a minority of the population in South
Africa, but has, generally through force or threat
of force, evolved into the entirely dominant element.
Americans may not like this process, and its result,
but we should remember that our histroy was little
different until recently. Maybe we see a little of
ourselves in South Africa, just a glimpse of our
own weakness and prejudices. Still, there seems
little reason currently to impose sanctions, and
little historic evidence to suggest that they would
work. If America can be as patient with South Africa
as the world was with us, and prod rather than push,
perhaps real freedom can evolve.

Con:mander John Sullivan of the US Navy is a history
ma1or at the universit.

Does anyo ne know it's
Only 19 days to go!
hristmas? By W. Glenn Steven s
By Franc oise von Trapp
What -a shame it is that right before
Last weekend I had to go to Newark,
the most blissful holiday of the year, New Jersey. Doesn't Newark know it's
there must be so much misery on our , Christmas? To every cab driver that
blissful little campus. Why is It that tried to kill me and to every pedestrian
the word "bliss" is only used at this that gave me the finger because they
time of year? Bliss is such a nice word. thought I was trying to kill them I just
Anyway, the fact that there is so said, "Merry Christmas, have a very
much unhappines s at a time of year blissful day." They didn't seem to care.
that is supposed to be filled with blisf
Why must we worry about such
(oops, I said it again) is very distressing. trivial things at this time of year. To
We should be worrying about roast all the cab drivers, exams, policemen,
beast and mistletoe instead of exams Darts, and work that I have not done
and making up blown-off wo,rk. Let's I say, "Have a very blissful day."
face it, all of this school stuff is really
This is supposed to be a happy
getting in the way of our Christmas . occasion. Let's not bicker and argue
spirit.
.
over who tried to kill who. So a rotten
Why don't banks get in the Christmas cab driver tried to take my life. So what.
spiri~? Why don't banks (you know who · It's Christmas time.
you are) give eight dollars to every
Why must people irisist on being
student that has not bounced a check . nasty at this time of year. What would
in the last three, no two, weeks. Bing say?
Wouldn't that be a blissful thing to
I know what he'd say. He'd sit on
do?
. a park bench with snow lightly falling
fr sure is rotten that we have to worry · a?-d. several members of his family
about so many things during a. time smrng around him and he'd say, "Oh
of year that is supposed to be devoted by golly have a holly jolly Christmas
to worldwide happiness.
this year."
I have a friend whose Dart stalled , · And then the music would stop and
yesterday and it was towed by a local h~'d be gone. Until next year Bing.
gas station because police told them
to. Don't Darts know that it's Christ- - - - - - - - - - . . . . , - - - - - - mas? Don't the police know it's W. Glenn Stevens is a -n ews. editor_
Christmas?
for The New Hampshire.
I

.

1

It's that time of year again. Filenes
and Jordan Marsh have decorated their
Christmas trees. Strains of Silver Bells
echo throughout K-Mart, interrupted
only by the announceme nt of the latest
blue-light special. Children form lines
down Fox Run Mall eager to be .
photograph ed on Santa's lap. The
Christmas season has officially begun.
This is the time of year parents
switch off the television during commercials to preveqt children from
getting any bright ideas to add to their
already lengthy Christmas lists.
Advertisers look forward to this season
all year long. Consumers have grown
to dread it.
It is unfortunate that the true
meaning of Christmas is buried under
piles of bows and wrapping paper. The
tradition of gift giving has evolved from
a gesture of caring to a commercial
gimmick. Christmas appears to be the
brainchild of a marketing firm. Its
purpose is to sell anything from
MacDonalds ' french fries to Isotoner
gloves.
The commerciality of the season has
produced the "Bah Humbug" attitude
in many. They view the gift giving ritual
with disgust, accusing it of being
materialistic. They are tired of Christmas ending at 7:00 am on December
25 in a flurry of boxes and tissue paper.

Mostly, they are tired of faking pleasur
when they are actually unsatified wit
their loot, just because they don't wan
to hurt anyones feelings. They prefe
Thanksgivng , they say, becasue ther
is less disappointm ent involved, an
a lot more genuine closeness amon
family and friends.
But what about the pleasure an
wonderment on a child's face when the
come donwnstairs on Christmas morn
ing to a pile of treasures waiting t
be discovered? For them, Christma
is still unspoiled and magical. That i
until they get into the habit of unear
thing the Sears' catalogue to compose
their letter to Santa Claus.
Despite all the superficial fluff, I
refuse to give up on Christmas. What
would December be without the lineup of Christmas specials on television?
I for one, could not imagine neve
seeing "Rudolph the Red Nosed Reindeer" or ''.How the Grinch Stole
Christmas." The Grinch is a reminder
of what Christmas is supposed to mean.
It is not the presents, it is the singing
of the "Welcome Christmas" song in
the village square, and letting little
Cindy Lou Who, who is no more than
two, carve the Roast Beast.
Francoise van Trapp is a news editor
for The New Hampshire.
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Give the gift of Health
this Holiday Season!!

FRANKLIN FITNES)
C E N, T E R

,rd
h
t- ~o'J~ one mont mem b ers h.1p
~\J ~,\...~t?\; (December 26th-January 26th)

868-11os

-

ONLY $25.00
Stay in shape during Christmas Break!

4'~t\1

~1'

,ot\

Current Student Members .. :

.

NOW-December 20th
reserve your spot for next semester membership.
(Membership is limited)

>

DISCOVER

RESTAURANT

<

open to the public 7 days a week.
Follow the Electricity at Benjamins
. Lounge and Nqn-alcoholic Lounge.
-

UPCOMING EVENTS FOR DECEMBER
SUN.

MON.

TUES.

WED.

THURS.

2

3

4

5

"Comedy
Night"
9:00 pm
Barry Crimmins

Dance 9-1
"Hot Leg"
Contest

9-1
Motown Night

Dance 9-1
"Peter Scott"
of WERZ

11

12

13

14

"Comedy Night"
9:00 pm
Guilty Children

Dance 9-1
9pm
The Datinq Game

9-1
Motown Night

Dance 9-1
"Peter Scott"

18

19

20

21

"Comedy Night"
9pm
Abrams & Anderson

Dance 9-1
"Peter Scott"

FRI. 9-1
Motown Night

Dance 9-1
"Peter Scott"

25

26

27

28

MERRY
CHRISTMAS

DANCE 9-1
"Peter Scott"

9-1
Motown Night

Dance 9-1
"Peter Scott"

CHRISTMAS
PARTY
Tickets ava.
at desk

22

29

23

30

24

SAT.

6

7

31
NEW YEARS
PARTY

. .

.

. -. . .

,.. j
I

I
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s 8t Features
New faculty art on displa y at UNH Galler y
By Jon Ekstrom
Currently being exhibited on
the lower level of the University
Gallery are a collection of painting, drawings and prints from
four of UNH's newest art faculty members.
The show comprises the varied works of faculty members
Craig Hood, Robert Hooper,
Scott Schnepf and Marguerite
Walsh in an exciting presentation of some of the best of
what UNH has to offer.
The work of Craig Hood
centers around geometric
shapes arranged in mysterious
and provocative ways. Hood's
paintings are concerned with
representing the still-life 1n the
painting medium. The combination results in the uniqueness
of the paintings and accounts
for viewer's feelings of doubt
and uncertainty; "Still Life with
Snake" is a prime example. The
technique with which Hood
renders the still-life transforms
the solid, geometric shapescones, blocks, curved bits of
wood-into mysteriously alive
forms. "Still Life with Snake"
evokes a sense of a dark, geometric jungle alive with inorganic shapes slowing coming
to life in dark undergrowth.
Hood received his Master's
Degree from Indiana University
four years ago and taught at 'the
University prior to coming to
UNH.
Scott Schnepf contributed a
number of beautifully detailed
drawings and prints of a variety
of scenes from darkened, moody
interiors and collections of
personal -objects to the wonderfully expressive, "Birthday"
which sensitively captures the
toys and other articles of a young
girl.
' Sthnepf's drawings were as
technically impressive as they
were compositionally; the hint
of a fading ray of light, darkening sh~<}.ows in ~ corner slowly .
obscuring a chair, the juxtapo- ·
sition of a dimly lit interior
photo with the blazing white
clarity of a beach just beyond
dramat.ically flung open patio
doors.
· ./

Schnepf has an ability of
capturing the significance of
simple scenes and making us
feel not only their personal
importance to him, but their
importance to us.
Schnepf received his Master's
Degree in printmaking from
Kansas State University befote
coming to UNH. His work has
been exhibited in several midwestern art galleries.
Some of the most vibrant and
exciting work was turned in by
painter Marguerite Walsh
whose large canvases dominated
the walls of the lower gallery
by virtue of their sheer size and
vibrant coloring.
Colorful is a blase yet apt term
for Walsh's work. While perhaps not a principal concern,
the color she uses is fascinating
and altogether the most attractive quality of her work.
Ali her works ire large oils that are set outside such as
1983's "Forest Floor Still Life."
The colors are relatively
separate from one another
because of their fierce vibrancy
and give each painting a cele-·
bratory f~el to the subject,
whether tt be studies of the
forest floor or the oblong shaped
canvas of "Horse in the Grass."
Whereas "Horse in the
Grass" is perhaps Walsh's most
adventurous step in one direction, the 1984 oil 'Tile Floor"
is perhaps the most representative of Walsh's work.
One of the first-seen works
as visitors descend into the
lower galler.y, the paintiQ.g
e.ngu!fs the viev.:er in its capttvatrng composition. The relationship between -the liquidy,
reflecting tile with the objects
on ~~e tile counter is particularly
excmng.
Walsh studied at the Skowhegan School of Painting in Skowhegan, Maine and received her
Master's Degree in fine arts in
1976 from the University of ·
Pennsylvania.
,
Rounding out the faculty
show were an array of startling
pieces form Robert Hooper,

.i

I

i

_ ,i

j

The work of Scott Schnepf is but one of the highlights of the UNH gallery's new Art Dept --- 1
faculty exhibit. (Cindy Rich photo)
.
i
'
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Eaton
Arts
Festiv al
1

i

By Jessica Wilson

Students at Eaton House, the
creative arts mini-dorm, present
a yearly "Alternative Arts Festival" mostly ,because "we wanted a place where we could do
our own thing, with an audience," said Geoff Downes
resident.
'
That may sound egocentric,
but Eaton House had a lot to
offer their small audience last
Tuesday night'. No solemn paintings or folk art to pause and gaze
at here. The art offered was
comedy skits, short stories,
danceable music by AUF (Artists United for Fun) and "Hardcore" poetry.
The first item on the festival
's chedule was "Chuck and Garrett," Chuck Provenzano and
Garrett Bernstein presenting
"The Wizard .of Oz in 60 Seconds." ·~Auntie Em! Auntie
Em!. .. poppi~s-! !. ..I'm melllting... " On the more serious side,
Downes read some of his rather
political poems and a short
story.
Then AUF took the stage for
an inspired performance. Amplifiers were turned up and
everyone jumped on the lounge
couches, twisting to "Twist and
Shoot" and yowling to "Were'!IC':'~'~''''''''':o.:~~,,- -, wolves of London." Let's see any
· other residential dorm do this!
When Dave Gerard and his
friends from Savoy Trufle arrived to join the jam, the floor
seemed about the collapse and
Jim Hildreth was looking a little
worried that he might not get
to read his poetry at all that
night. But AUF reluctantly
stopped after one more song and
'i

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- - E~~,p~20 ·- ~-~~ .. ~~
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The Golden Palominos
Visions of Excess
Celluloid Records

By Ric Dube
The Golden Palominos are
a group of studio musicians
founded by Drummer Anton
Fier. Through shifting'personnel, each song on this, their
second effort, exudes an all-star
approach that reaps success on
ea~h ~ong.;

lncluded on Vision~ of Success
are performances by REM's
Michael Stipe, l?iL'sJohn Lydon,
Carla Bley, Jack Br1ice of Cream
fame, and Richard Thomp'son.
Fier has concocted a mixture of
straight blues, arena-scale hard
rock, radio-ready jelly roll, and
dance grooves zooming the gogo ~o tango _spectrum.
.bven with the inconsistency
of musicians and voices presented here, Pier's production
gels the entire project into a
mold as delectable as any amorphous, jello blob UNH Dining
Services could whip up.
"Clustering Train," blessed
with Michad Stipe's jaggedsmooth vocals, constitutes the
REM that Mitch Easter's production would never let liappen.
The closing track on side one

Ex-Cream bassist/ v o ca 1is t i::::'~'~'''::::::::::?m:g:wm~::;::::;::!:::w:r:::::r:;::::m:~::::mr~::]!'::: ' '::;:;:;:;:;:;:,, , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ,.,.,:,:'' ' ' '
Jack Bruce fares well on "Silver 1r:~'ZlI:mi:im:n~1:;%:mm:[:r,:~:§mnr::mn
Bullet," a soaring B1ues mush 1::::::::::::::rn,;:,:~~::::::=:::rn:::::;:::m:::::%
that features Bruce blowing a
fine harp ·solo.
As· a matter of fact, the only
minor complaint here is regarding the two songs on side two u:rrnrnmt~%:m:::::rrmM'rrmrnrn:rn : : ~:r: : : : ; : ~' ' ' ' ' : :~: : ~' '"' ~' ' ' ' ' ' ' ': :m
:'=':'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''':::::f''''''''.',.,.,.,.,.,.,,,.,.,.:;:;:;.,.,.,.,"=:·:·=
that, al though the musicianship
is flawless, Syd Straw's vocals
are weak, and a mite too familiar E@ill111£EHf1@FfiKEifaTIMEJ:f:E'IT
for their own good. "Kind of i:::::::::::::::::m:m:r:~M::?:i' m:mmw;nrnmrnrnfrnrnmrn.rnwmmttIIIlktflli@1IT@ ~ttwmmrnrnt@DM11E1:WmmtI@I:!fE11if:IiJiiZlrn:IT;]mi@E
True" and "Buenos Aires" tend
to sound like thick, overblown
a;:::;:::;,::::;::::::::::~::::;::::::;:::::::::::

BangksorPrerende~run~bm Fl~~R!EIIBl~~~Wi'~E[MIG%Bl~®l~BBWl~BIBB~G&8%
are saved by Anton Pier's pro- 1::::0~:r::::m:::::::;::::~:r::i~?,'!;::::::;:,,m::: J:11Tf%'illBUMffIIfilit1::: M¥Siif'.M@IW.Efil1iM@ZM1:1lW~NrfffiJfiW:@tt::\&@fii%tI:?MHU
accomodates
thatis tent
duction
style.
(in) cons
the LP· s work

Not surprisingly; the core ot
The Golden Palominos succeed
without help from anybody.
Drummer Fier, bassist Bill
Laswell, guitarist Jody Harris,
and vocalist/ guitarist Arto Lindsay shine most brilliantly on
"Only One Party," the last song
on the LP.

u:rnmm;rmmrwrnmwi:rm:rnNirnrnnrnrnm

1iffH1%dtl:Jmm@mtfulfa1Jriil11ii:fa1t!\fu1111SlttI:mttM:tU!~t§:~W:~t.fi::fi!:~ :mmm:mrn:rnnrnm

u::::::::n:m:ttmnm~rnt-:rrr:''t':m

"Party" succeeds in three
ways. First it proves the Palominos' validity as a force to be
reckoned with. Second, it wraps
up the album as ·a fine closing
number. And thirdly, it is one
badass,Hostess Ho-Ho of a song
(sorry P ic).
Visions of Excess is a wonderful, round, easy to carry package of musical stylings and
surprises. Add water, makes its
own sauce. Highly recommended.

T--------AR
- - - - - - - - - <continued
from page 19)
previously a teacher at Brandeis
University.
Hooper uses short, dramatic
slashes of paint (often metallic)
over a background of heav'ily
washed out and soaked canvas.
The pieces were often cruel and
un~ettling, such as the 1984
piece, "U nyo," but alsc very
.
dramatic.
The tradition of presenting

the works of newly appointed
faculty members at UNH is a
warm and heartfelt gesture on
the part of the UNH arts
department and the four faculty
members represented here do
the show more than enough
-~
justice.
Come and see some of the best i
of whar UNH has to offer. The '
show will be on display until

December 12 at the UNH Galleries in the Paul Creative Arts
Center.
In addition, the galleries will
feature the drawings of Herman ,
Roessler, a Maine artist whose
work has remained virtually
undiscovered until brought to ,
public attention by UNH art '
:
professor, John Hatch.

- - - - EATON'

1
_ _ _ __

(continued from page 19)
everyone settled down to -hear House) so beautiful."
This was the second annual
Hildreth' s peotry, m~~t <;?f w:l1ich_
· cannoTDe pr1ntedTn this paper. alternative arts festival. Last
year "Jim wanted to read to an
Here is a mild example:
Written While Driving to Dov- appreciative audience, so we said
we'd set it up for him. It was
er, New Hampshire
just Jim with the spoken word
Dead Bird in the road
and me and my acoustic then,"
Head Squashed
Guts and entrails spread out on John Rhode of AUF said.
This year other Eaton House
pavement 1ike jelly on slice of
/students have added acts, either
bread
A tire rolls through the as the term project required to
scrambled body one loose wing live there or just for the fun of
it. "Next year will be even
- - flaps thump thump
in the breeze as the truck drives better," Rhode said.
Everyone living at Eaton,
by.
- · H -11 d re th, 1 9, produces House thought the AUF went ·
"Trendy Rag," an alternative well. "It's a place where a lot
music magazine, is Hardcore of like-minded people can live
- music director for WUNH, and together without having to
lead singer for the only punk conform to the rest of camp'.ls,"
band on campus, "Insignif i- Downes said.
cance."
If you like to write, paint, sing,
Downes said he thought Hildreth's presentation was "kind dance or are creative in any
of incongruous with the rest of other way, you might consider
the evening," but Bernstein living at Eaton House next year.
quickly reminded him that "ev- But you should certainly check
erything here is incongruous, out the third annual "Alternathat:s. what .makes it (Earon.' -tive Arts Festiv;al."

-------------GODSPEL L--------------<cominued from page 19)

reinforces the postive things vision commercial. He spent
in life."
four months casting "Godspell."
He admits the performance "Out of 4,000 submissions, I
is appropriately timed during picked 10," he said.
the Christmas season when
" 'Godspell' is a lot to throw
"people do take stock in them- at someone," he explained. "All
selves and reflect on the good the performers are on stage for
things in life."
the entire two and a half hours.
DeAngelis is twenty-eight Unlike most plays,they don't
and resides in New Yorlr he get a breather. They undergo
admits if he was producinc f-ie an emotional transition on
show in New York he wouldn't stage, right in front of the
make any changes. "People are audience. So when I casted, I was
the same everywhere," he said. looking for people who were
"We include a few regional puns spontaneous and quick on their
to get laughs of recognition, but feet."
other than that I wouldn't
In "Godspell" the actors and
change a thing."
actresses are protraying clowns.
DeAngelis currently works As DeAngelis pointed out, they
as a free lance casting director, are not clowns in the Ringling
and just recently worked as Brothers' Circus sense, but much
casting director for McDonald's more vulnerable clowns
new McDLT commercials. Ac"A sign of a good down is one
cording to DeAngelis, there is
a tremendous difference be- that will make you laugh as well
tween casting for a television as cry," said De Angelis. "Each
commercial and casting for the clown has an individual persontheater. DeAngelis said he has ality. The clowns will touch
o~Jy a week to' cast tor a tele- -: something special in p_e~ple

because the audience can identify with the clowns and say to
~.hemselves, 'that's me up there.'
DeAngelis has been invloved
in the theater for twenty-three
years and admits he has pever
worked with a more talented
group. "The audience will be
very close to the actors because
there are only 260 seats in the
theater. This will create a real
magic."
Because of its special limited
engagement (only four weeks),
"Godspell" tickets are in great
demand. However, good seats
are still available. Tickets for
all performances and reservations can be made by calling
(603) 431-6660. The box office
is open Tuesday through Sunday, 12 to 9 p.m. at 125 Bow St.
Ticket prices are $16 to $19.50,
with special preview performance on Thur. Dec. 12 and Fri.
Dec. 13 at 8 p.m. and Sat., Dec.
14 at 4 p.m. All seats $13.50.
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-----MATH----(continued
er pre-calculus course to prepare
themselves better for calculus,
he added.
Most students have the desired background in algebra, but
their skills in trigonometry and
functions need improvement,
said Toan Ferrini-Munday, assistant professor of mathematics education.
According to Balomenos, this
is common because only two
years of math is required for
college-bound high school students, and trigonometry is mainly taught in higher-level high
school courses.
Many students do not come
to UNH with the knowledge of
how much homework is needed
in a college level math course,
Balomenos said. Students do not
realize that for every hour of
in-class instruction they receive,
they need to do several hours
of homework.
According to Balomenos, one
of the more serious problems
leading to the bad test scores
is the lack of certified math
teachers in the high schools. The
uncertified math teachers have
the most trouble teaching
higher-level courses due to the
courses' advanced nature, he
added.·
·The problem of uncertified

from page 3)
math teachers is being addressed
by a twofold program, according
to Ferrini-Munday.
First, uncertified teachers are
being offered workshops designed to aid them in their
teaching, she said.
Second, certified teachers are
being used in the workshops to
spark the uncertified teachers'
interest in remaining in education when private sector jobs
often hold more money for
them, she added.
But that is not all that is being
done, according to Balomenos.
Mathematics professors from
Keene State-College, Plymouth
State College, and UNH are
recommending the state require
three years of math for collegebound seniors as opposed to the
two years now required by the
state for graduation from high
school, Balomenos said. ,
UNH President Gordon Haaland has established a committee that is evaluating how to
better integrate the transition
between high school and college,
he added.
Balomenos said all of these
programs should provide articulation between high school and
the freshman year in college to
help get students better prepared.

IT'S COLD OUTSIDE!!
To the person who mistakenly picked up my blue denim coat
including keys, ID's, $-Tues. night Nov. 26th at the FranklinPLEASE RETURN IT . Possibly leave it in an empty locker.
I don't want your name, I'd just like my coat. Elizabeth 8685406.

--·--""'· ...

PG.IWOllLllllMGSUMHllD··:!· .

-.. .... ~--·

Opens Friday, December 13th
At A Theatre Near You.

T

L-A

CONNICTION.

Concord Trailways will take you right to your
terminal from Durham, and pick you up when you
return. No reservations .are necessary.

urham to Logan

Log~n

to Durham

Arrive
Logan

Leave
Logan

Arrive
Durham

7:40AM

9:30A~

8:15AM

10:30AM

9:40AM

11:30AM

12:15 PM

,2:30 PM

11:40AM

1:30 PM

4:00 PM

6:30 PM

1:40 PM

3:30 PM

6:15 PM

8:30 PM

3:40 PM

5:30 PM

Leave
Durham

Durham N.H.
Young's Restaurant, 48 Main Street

(603) 868-2688

APARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTATION ·STEVEN SPIELBERG PRESENTS YOUNG SHERLOCK HOLMES
AN AMBLIN ENTEIITAINMENT PRODUCTION IN ASSOCIATION WITH HENRY WINKtER/ROGER BIRNBAUM
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS STEVEN SPIELBERG· KATHLEEN KENNEDY· FRANK MARSHALL
~WRITTEN BY CHRIS COLUMBUS ·PRODUCED BY MARK JOHNSON ·DIRECTED BY BARRY LEVINSON .··· ....
wAMBLiN
1~3·::::'..":=:..c:I CDL::r
APARAMOUNT PICTURE{~:
~
~
."Z".~·
f

T EA TA I N M E

T
' ...

COPYRIGHT © 1985 BY PARAMOUNT PICTURES CORPORATION AND AMBUN ENTERTAINMENT. INC
ALLAIGHTSRESERVEO

Opens Wednesday, December 4th
At A Theatre·Near You. ,

-

...
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Help Wanted.
Advance Commission for Finding Clients.
·

T

~udi,noc.

We Convert

Overseas Video Tapes
to American Standard
and Vice Versa

-,-,-·

74-18 37th Avenue
Jackson Heights, N.Y. 11372
(718) 507·5800

UNH -~ ·
YOUNG REPUBLICANS
ANNUAL CONVENTION

SECAM-FAL-NTSC-VHS-BET A
REAL PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
WE ACCEPT MAIL ORDERS

DEC. 8
1:00 P.M.
· Senat~

COLLEGE
LOANS

Guest Speake[' Bill Cahill
Ratification of Constitution
Agenda:

REPAID.

If you have a National
Direct Student Loan or a
Guaranteed Student Loan made
after October 1, 1975, and it's
not in default, you can get it paid
off at the rate of 15% per year
or $500, whichever is greater, if
·
you qualify.
How7Where?
In the Army Re erve.
Serving one weekend a month
(usually) plus two weeks annual
training and earning over $1,225
a year to start.
Good part-time training
• plus getting that loan paid off.
749-0441
Call us:
.

ElecHon of New Officers
Induction of New Members
ALL ARE WELCOME!

tf:J~-4-

.,v

.

Restaurant and Lounge

STUDENTS:
15°/o OFF ALL
through .Christmas
with valid student

1.0.
ICELANDIC
WOOL

ARMY RESERVE.

=¥---•---·=

yarns you yearn for

YARN

5 Locust St., Dover

Regular price
$3.85/skein

at THE FRANKLIN FITNES_S CENTER

WEDNESDAy ."COMEDY NIGHT"
-GUII:I1Y-

9pm

Admission: $3.00 non-members
$2.00 members

December 18th CH\~Of?Eti
December 11th A B R A M s ·& A

f\J D E R

s0

N

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 12th
9 p.m-1 am Dance in our Non Alcohol Lounge
"Peter Scott" of WERZ

9 pm LIVE "THE DATING .GAME"

THE YARN BASKET
18 Ladd St, Portsmouth, NH

Stop by The Franklin Fitness Club
to enter as a contestant.

BEALLYOU CAN BE~

603-431-7047

Rm. MUB

Sun Tan Center
80 Vaughan Mall
Portsmouth, N.H.

Christmas Special
2 meinberships · for

the price of one
maximum value of $1 .00 per
visiU
convenient location-on
Kari- Van route.

Complete

Complete

Complete

FABRIC
STORE

YARN
STORE

FRAMING
STORE

Wool, Flannel, Calico,
Burda Patterns, Large
Selection Of Panel
Prints, Christmas
Fabric And
Ribbon Too~

Brunswick And
Bernat Yams,
Imported Mohairs And
Silks, Icelandic Yams,
Plenty Of Patterns
And Books

Custom Framing With
Over 100 Moldings And
Lots Of Mat Board
Colors. Plenty Of
Ready Made Frames.
VERY FAST SERVICE!

~JPThe Out

Complete

Gallery Of

CHRISTMAS _
STORE

GIFTS
& CARDS

Wooden Decorations,
Birds, Trees,
Gift Wrap, Boxes ·
And Christmas Tins,
Christmas Candy

Glassware ,
Teddy Bears,
Big Bear Slippers,
And
Lots More
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UNH SHU TTLE BUS
~

.

'

.

INNER ROUTE : LARGE BUS
BEGINS: 6:50 a.m.; last run leaves A-lot at 5: 10 pm.
......

RUNS: 10 minutes after the hour
on the half hour·
10 minutes before the hour.

.
Leaves A-Lot STOPS
T.hompson Hall .
C-Lot
WSBE
Kingsbury Hall
James Hall
A-Lot approx. route time 12-14 minutes

OUTER ROUTE: SMALL BUS
,

BEGINS: 6 a.m.; last run leaves A-Lot at 11 pm.
RUNS: on the hour, 20 minutes .a fter the hour,
20 minutes before the hour

·Leaves A-Lot STOPS
· Pettee Hall ·
Philbrook
Williamson Hall
C-Lot
Woodman Ave . ..
SAE
Davis Ct.
UAC
A-Lot approx. 18-20 minutes

Provided by the Campus Transit Authority
eration with COAST.

...
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MICS

~LEGAL, (continued from page 6).

By JIM DAVIS

GARFIELD

B'y GARRY TRUDEAU.

DOONESBURY

GOOf?

Wfll., TO

POINT.

MAJ<e..

\

BLOOM COUNTY

By BERKE BREATHED
... !/NP
f!NllU.Y...
''llCC&PTllNC£."
CJ

'flfN!llL :-:.

q

'l

By JEFF MacNELLY

SHOE

-

1 KNEW P0G ~ GEAl<ED
TO A ~J<l~T AUDIENCe ...

Sl/~L'I. •.
Life HllS IJCCOM€
fJO... SO Sf'eClllt. ...
50 Mef1NfNGff4. ..
LIS1€Nl... 1!£
t.f)()N5.l... CIW
YOfJ fell( 111€
lOON5 .?..,

"rnl~ I~ AJ.l~TAIT'

CQ?KE Wrn.t ANO™E~
EP150Df OF ...

M~
r<IDICULOUS.

·"1..1ffi51'ri.s50F

m.IE Ft...EMI~
~'~~ .
OF °™E 141U
CSNTUf<l(. ''

the student senate· wants a
change. "We need to expand the
scope of jurisdiction to include
students vs. University matters
as well," said Ken Bartlett,
student senate chairperson of
judicial affairs.
"The student senate judicial
committee's contract with the
Univeristy contains a clause
which prohibits the service to
address any matters dealin~ with
the Univerity, on-campus housing for example," explained
Bartlett. "The University is one
· landlord the program can not
·address."
· "We want to at least be
allowed to provide information
and advice pertaining to the
U nivesity ,'' said Bartlett. "Originally the agreement that the
legal service couldn't deal with
Residential Life or any other
U niveristy function was just a
bargaining tool the student
senate used to even get the
program," continued Bartlett.
"I think it's high time for
change."
"Residential Life tries to be
fair, but there are times when
they' re not," said Bartlett. "For
instance, a student signed a
room and board contract in the
morning, · but found an offcampus house in the afternoon
and wanted to change. U nfortu na tel y, Residential Life
wouldn't allow it without the
customary fine."
"In January the contract is up
for revisions on next year's
services. I realize we can't send
shock waves through the institution, but we'll be patient and
take it one step at a time,"
concluded Bartlett.
The UNH Legal Sevices'
office is located in the student
senate office in the Memorial
Union Building.

Bulimia and
Bingeing
Food and
Weight Control
problems
Stephen J. Little M. Ed
603-430-8881
Sepcialized treatment of
Eating Disorders
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Kenwood efficient thr.eeway bookshelf speakers.

$1n 9
~

Stax high-performance electrostatic headphones.

$

Yamaha semi-automatic turntable with Ortofon cartridge.

Yamaha lightweight highperformance headphones.

pr

Aiwa AM/FM cassette portable
stereo with 2-way speakers.

$99

Vcrsafllc audio cabinet with
glass doors, coasters.

139

Alpine five-inch two-way
car speakers.

$48

Sony lightweight stereo
headphones.

$89

$99

Aiwa ~ightweight headphones
with built-in FM stereo.

Aiwa personal /...M/FM cassette
stereo with Dolby TM NR.

$55pr

Proton digital FM clock radio
with two alarm sounds.

$20

Allsop audio cassette deck
cleaning system. _-:-

$40

Allsop video recorder cleaning
system, VHS or Beta.

$80

Kenwood efficle '1t twoway bookshelf speakers

$99

$ S

1

Give The Gift Of
Discwashcr record & stylus
cleaning kit with storage base.

$ft~

Maxell Cassettes: 10 XL C-90
audio or 4 T-120 video

$
20

Boston Acoustics twoway bookshelf speakers.

~
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$

138

Mall of New Hamp.shire
Manchester 627-4600

7

•
USIC

If you've got any music lovers on your holiday shopping
list, you've got two choices. You can go to a departm~
store and ~uy something "predictable'.' Or'you can
come to Tweeter. Instead of perfume or ties, give
something from New England's best
selection of quality home stereo, car
stereo and '!ideo components.
You'JI knock their stockings off.

520 Amherst St.
Nashua 880-7300

$ S

$55pr

$
1iO_ pr~

Audio Control professionalquality graphic equalizer.

18

$99pr ·

Signet lightweight high- perfor
mance dynamic headphones.

Boston Acoustics four-inch
duo-cone car speakers.

$

Fox Run Mall
Newington 431-9700
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-------HOUSING-------(continued from page 5)

-

Both the fire department and
code enforcement off ice work
together to insure landlords
provide a safe, sanitary dwelling
for tenants.
A few examples of premises
that violate the standards upheld by these offices follow.
•The premises are infested
by insects and rodents.
•There is defective plumbing
caused by a faulty septic or
sewage system.
•The plaster is falling or has
fallen from the walls or ceiling.
•The floors, wall or ceiling

l~
ijllll
Jl0
USTCM

Custom

contain substantial holes that snow and trash removal. ·
•Get any promise~ to make
seriously reduce their function
or render them dangerous to the repairs in writing, keep dates,
and make all complaints in
inhabitants.
•The porches, stairs or rail- writing.
•If there is a iease, read it
ings are not structurally sound.
Morrison sugg_ests several tips -carefully before you sign. Ask
before renting that may help · about things you don't underin minimizing housing prob- stand. Lookout for "escalator"
clauses that allow landlords to
lems.
•Talk with a previous tenant raise rent.
Morrison also suggests prosor a local tenant organization
about the building and the pective tenants attend the housing workshops, "How to Find
landlord.
•Find out who pays for the an Apartment," which are sponhot water, utilities, parking, and sored by the Commuter
Transfer center in the Spring.

T-Shirt
Printing

last seven years straight
through.''
Romano said advertising
costs alone run about .$1000.
'Tm ·satisfied with the fair
this year because we have a mix
of crafts, like the baskets and
·sculptures on slate."
"We have a good reputation.
People look for the fair, they
seek it out,'' Romano said. "We
try to ask vendors to keep the

prices down for the college
crowd."
Romano said she hopes the
vendors are successful because
the money spent by students
goes back in the MUB.
"If the students buy something here, it will help keep the
MUB fee down," Romano said.
"To me, Christmas doesn't start
until we have the fair."

Supp ort the
Blood Drive

PRll'fTI!'{l

I

(603) 431-8319'
T-SHIRTS• GOLF SHIRTS•
LONG SLEEVE BEEFY rs
SWEAT SHIRTS• HATS & TOTES

3131 LAFAYETTE ROAD. PORTSMOUTH. NH 03801

DOVER AUTO SUPP·L Y

RAFTS -------- ------------ -------C
(continued from page 1)
two day event.
"The booth fee covers advertising and student worker.
wages," Smith said. The fair
increases business at the MUB,
too."
"Our biggest expense is advertising. We advertise all over
the seacoast and right up into
Maine," Smith said. "There are
45 craftspeople in all and about'
15 to 20 have returned for the

SCim.N

Main St.
Durham,N .H.
868-2791

Amalie 10-40 Moror
Oil
.99¢ per quart with
this ad
no limit, valid Durham store only

Your complete auto parts headquarters sp~
cializing for the do-it-yourselfer

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE
GENTLEMEN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Presents

A Winte rs Eve
featuring

The UYM cats Meow

Be Natural Brass Quintet

~~~~~~~------ -

.

I

7:30 p.m., Saturday, December 14, 1985
Strafford Room MUB

Tickets

s2.oo Students

sa.oo General Public

Tickets Available at the MUB Ticket Office, 862-2290
of Student A cti vi ties
l" cooperation with the Office
,.---,

Good Singing .@' Good Times
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CLASSIFIED

'RantedlOf2'-glfT roommates. Place: Tudor

Apartments for Rent
Room for- Rent-Do-uble on Young Drive.
Big w/1 /2 bath. Next semester.Call Chris
868-5781.

Roommate needed : Apt. downtown, 1 girl
wanted to share bedroom. reasonable rent.
Please call 868-5617

.Two students looking to sublet an apartment in Durham area for Christmas Break.
Contact Madge (868-6102) or Paul; (8689750 rm# 371)

Three single rooms available in house in
Dover. Rent $150 month plus utilities. Cal~
Gordon at 749-0830 or Carol at 742-5197

Roommate needed. Own room in large 2
bedroom apt. Parking, no pets. In Dover,
near k-van . $195/mo includes heat and
water. Non-smoker. Fantastic apt! Call 74968~8 .

For Rent: Own bedroom in 2 br apartment.
Easy walk to campus! Lots of privacy!
$225/mo includes heat and hot water. Full
kitchen. bath and living room and laundry
facilities. Call Pam or Courteney, 868-2939
evenings (avail for 2nd semester)
2 Female Roomates needed to share
bedroom in 5 bedroom colonial in Durham.
250/mo incl utilities. Call 868-2511 or 8687392 A.SAP.
UNH Grad, female , responsible, nonsmoker, seeks REASONABLE one bedroom apartment/effecienc y. Some furniture would be nice but not necessary. Dec.
1st and 2nd semester. Prefer 15 minutes
to UNH or near Kari-Van. 692-4796, 8621311 , 862-1313-for Carin, leave message.
~NH Grad, female, responsible, fun-loving,
seeks roommate with which to search for
2 bedroom place. Dec. 1st or 2nd semester.
Prefer 15 minutes to UNH or near KariVan. 692-4796, 862-1311,862-1313 , for
Carin, leave message.

Roommate wanted : to share a room in a
large 2 bedroom apartment in Dover at TriCity Apartments on Kari-Van ro-ute, wall
to wall carpet, cable, large living room.
din ing room and terrace . Washers and
dryers in building . Only $157.00/month .
Available December 1st. 742-6676 . Ask
for Dan or Phil. No charge for heat or hot
water.
Durham: New, sunny studio apartment on
Kari-Van route. 1.S-miles from UNH . Quiet
location, private parking, wall to wall carpet,
stove, and refrigerator . $280/month in cluding hot water. Call 868-1458 or 8681894.
New Duplex townhouse in Lee. Three miles
from UNH . Rural 7 acres of fields, woods
and pond w I southern exposure an lots
of windows w I great views. Energy effecient. Reproduction Gembrel w/3-4 bedrooms. 1 3/ 4 bath , oak floors, 2 brick
hearths. Includes: stove, refrigerator.
Franklin style wood stove and one cord
of wood . Lease/Deposit/Refer ences. Ren
$850/month. Available 12/31 /85 . Call
days: 659-6341. Eves: 862 -2815. Ask for
Mr. Dodge.
New duplex apartemnt available as of Jan.
15th, 3 person (but 4 neg.), 3 BR, LR, Kit
and bath, bay window. Fully carpeted, fully
furnished, country setting. 3.5 miles from
campus in Lee. No pets. non-smokers
preferred. $675/mo. plus utilities, payable
by the semester. 1 mo. security deposit
and rental agreement. Call Gale at 6595932
FOR RENT: Two spaces available in newly
rennovated large Victorian house in Dover.
Fully carpeted, partially furnished, all
female, washer I dryer, walking distance .
to downtown, on Kari-Van route. Call Carrie
or Sandy at 749-2587 or Carol at 749-5197.
Leave a message.
Roommate 'w anted: to share a room in a
large 2 bedroom apartment in Dover at TriCity Apartments on Kari-Van route, wall
to wall carpet. cable, large living room,
dining room and terrace. Washers and
dryers in building. Only $157 .00/month .
Available December 1st. 7 42-6676. Ask
for Dan or Phil. No charge for heat or hot
water.
· Spaces still available for spring break. Go
with Crimson Travel to sunny Bermuda
or the Bahamas or go sick in Lauderdale!
More info call Gordon 749-0830
FOR RENT: Two spaces available in newly
rennovated large Victorian house in Dover.
Fully carpeted, partially furnisned , all
female, washer I dryer, walking distance
to downtown. on Kari-Van route. Call Carrie
or Sandy at 749-2587 or Carol at 749-5197.
Leave a message.
The Red Hous e: 1 last space in a doulbe.
Big room . $200/mb . includes H and HW.
(You can t ake as longa shower as you
want!) Good people and 2 puppies . Call
Elizabeth MWF am 868-5406

For Sale : cubic 4ft Kenmore chest type
freezer , 2 yrs old . $150 . B & W TV 20"
screen_:_barely used. $175. Call 772-2940
eves

Hall for spring semester. Fun atmosphere'!
Conta'ct Jen or Cindy at 868-6680

SAVE MONEY. You can quickly and easily
write your own resume with my line-byline instruction form . To receive by return
mail send $5 to : SECRETARY, 13 Old
Landing Road, Durham, NH 03824

ROOMMATE NEEDED: to share a 2 bedroom apt. in Newmarket. Own room
$135/mo and elec . on Kari-Van rt. Call
659-3796

Penrill 1200 Baud Modem IBM PC Compatible direct connect manual dial $120,
664-2787

I~H_elpw_anted--JJ[lll
OVERSEAS JOBS ... Summer, yr. round .
Europe, S.Amer., Australis, Asia. All fields.
$900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info. Write
IJC, PO Bx 52-NH Corona Del Mar, CA
92625

For Sale: K-2 812 Slolom 200 cm. Marker
M-40 bindings. Salomon SX-81 boots size
11 -12. Boots never used. $300.00 or best
offer takes it all. Call OHO evenings at 8685449.
1976 Pontiac Sunbird out. trans. excellent
V-6 cyl. engine, good reliable transportatin
for the cold winter months., AM .FM stereo
cassette deck. $950.000 call 659-6503
Newmarket.

EARN $600 - $800 DURING WINTER
BREAK: Join Massachus~tts largest citizen
action organization, MASS. FAIR SHARE
and MAKE THE DIFFERENCE! Work for
a cleaner environment and increase voter
participation in the state. Hours; 2pm-1 Opm.
College credit available . Call:ln Boston
617-564-9000; In Worcester 617-7551264; In Northamtpom 413-586-8713.
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

FOR SALE: QUEEN SIZE SLEEPER SOFA
BEIGE w/ EARTH TONE PLAID. EXCELLENT CONDITION ASKING $375.00 (price
negotiable) . Call after 6:00 pm . M-S
ANYTIME Tues. Mornings 'till noon, Thurs.
&Fri.

OPENINGS in our Mens Dept.Flexible
Hours. Near Kari-Van. Contact Dave
Whitehouse, RED 's SHOE BARN, Broadway, Dover742-1893

1965 Plymouth Belvedere ("Olga") $150
or best offer. Still reliable and going strong.
Last inspection stickers April 1985. Call:
Carin or Otto Tel. 868-5449

Work Study Student needed to do light
clerical work for Universty System office
located near Lee Traffic Circle. $4.50/hr
flexible schedule . Transportation could
be arranged. Call 868-1800 ext 69

FOR SALE or TRADE towards stereo equip.:
SKIS -Olin VI 185 w/ Salomon bindings
$125 Teac Reel to Reel tape deck $100.
World Stamp collection $50. Zildjian 22"
cymbal $75. Also assorted U.S. coins. Greg
749-5147

VW Rabbit-1979-Nw tires, front brakes,
and discs, alternatoer. Very nice condition
$1950.00 868-1161 or 664-5341.

Bar Personnel and Banqu~t Personnel
wanted at lake Shore Farm. Jenness Pond
Road . Northwood, N.H. 03261 Tel. 9425521 . Contact Harry Ring.

1972 OLDS CUTLASS 4-door new battery,
new radiator, snow tires, reliable winter
transportation; no structural rust. Asking
$450. Call 868-1152

OVERSEAS JOBS., Summer, yr. round .
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields.
$900-2000 mo. sightseeing. Free info. Write
IJC, PO Bx 52-NH Corona Del Mar, CA
92625

1978 AMC Accord 6 cyl. Automatic, air.
power brakes and steering, new tires
excellent cond. $1295. Call 742-7135.
1977 Volks Rabbit 4 spd . champagne
Edition runs faithfully. New brakes, springs,
shocks, distributor, good tires, high miles.
$700 or b.o. call 749-9408 after 5 pm. ask
for Kathi or leave message.

Student Travel Services needs ambitious.
self-motivated individuals to sell vacations
to: Sugarbush Valley, VT. Ft. Lauderdale,
FL' Nassau, Bahamas. Earn free trips &
cash while gaining valuale sales experience. Call 1-800-648-4849 for details.

1973 Pontiac Le mans Automatic. 2-door.
AM-FM stereo, 4 new tires, battery, alternator, regular gas 18-20 mpg. Well maintained, litle rust very reliable. $850.00 Call
659-2731

WORK-STUDY JOB OPENINGS for next
semester. Cooks and waitpersons wanted ,
to work breakfast or lunch shifts. We will
train people that can work the right hours.
Apply to Dana Glennon. Mgr., at the UNH
Dairy Bar. Tel. 862-1006.

1981RENAULT18i STATION WAGON
69,000 mi, double rustproof, one owner:
_
a_m/fm stereo. Clean. 868-596ti

BREAKFAST COOKS WANTED. We will
train persons that can work the right hours,
7-10 AM. Days can be arranged . Must be
able to work next semester. Work-study
eligibility is desirable, but not essential.
Apply in afternoon to Dana Glennon, Mgr.,
at UNH Dairy Bar. Tel. 862-1006
·

1975 Chevy Malibu . Goes great though
could do with facelift. No serious rust. Very
reliable . $500 O.N.O. Must sell. Leaving
the country. Call Paul and Wendy Hartle
868-1421 (Forest Park Apt. L4)
$$Save big money now great deals on
quality sportswear. Don't miss this money
saving opportunity one day only Tues. Dec.
10th Hilsborough Rm . MUB.

WAITPERSONS WANTED. Must be able
to work luncheons. 11-2 o'clock. Days can
be arranged . Must be able to work next
semester and must be eligible for work study. Aply in afternoon to Dana Glennon
Mgr. at UNH Dairy Bar. Tel. 862 -1006
,

Genie garage door opener-motor fine. All
parts. Needs genius to adjust or improvise
for perfect operation. $25.00

I

WORK-STUDY STUDENTS! THE DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY IS IN NEED OF
WORK-STUDY STUDENTS FOR RESEARCH ASSIST AND AND OFFICE ASS I ST ANT POSITIONS . PAY RATE:
$3.75/hour. CALL 868-6149 M-F 8-4:30.
LITTLE OR NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY: WILL TRAIN THE RIGHT PERSONS.
POSITIONS AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY
OR OUWLD CONSIDER SEMESTER 11
COMMITMENT 5-15/hrs. WEEKLY.
.

, s.vtc:es •nd Repiilra

IC~ll

Dan at 1-692-4764.
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For Sale: 1983 Nissan Sentra Wagon ; 5speed, front -wheel drive; AM/FM ; 27000
miles . Great condition - we bought a
camper! $4800. Call 868-1353, keep trying!

Dean! I missed -you! after these last few
days, ~ can't wait until next semester!
Thanks for always being so special-22 days
until Christmas break! Love always Chris

Suscribe to "J.O . Journal," the military
cadet's guide to good living in the sticks
of Vermont. Find out how to make your
Brasso last for years, how to impress your
girlfriend with only $2.95, and how to throw
a successful C.J. on a dull Saturday night.
Yes, that's rigtit, rush your money to Box
362, Norwich University, Northfield, VT
05663 foryour subscription to "J.O. Journal"
for that special milldog in your life.

I never knew turning 21 could be such a
punch-y experience! You guys sure know
how to keep a secret. Rolling home on
Monday was quite pleasant, and thank you
Tim for the libations and the ice cream .
Thank you Lori. Mary, Francoise, Andrea,
Ed, Art, Dan, Guy and Jon for restoring my
faith in humanity as well as the ability to
give truly appropriate gifts. Anyone for an
STD?
Thank you AMY, SUE, DAN, RICK, AL and
everyone else that made my birthday a
very special one. Who could ask for better
friends? Love ya! Chris.
BETH: Hope you are feeling better!!!! Love
ya, Lisa
PHIL & GREG:: Thank you for the entertainment Tues. night. The "Rug Rats & Co."
brightened up our whole day! Sorry we
missed breakfast, an early morning fire
alarm messed up our schedule; how about
lunch? Love the Rink Rats.
UNH MEN'S HOCKEY TEAM: Success is
not always measured by a total of wins and
losses. If you give all you can truly give
and believe in yourself, then success is
yours . So believe Sin yourself, we do. We'll
be there cheering Sat. night! Love, Chris
and Amy. P.S. to the "Selest 6" ... we have
one "Yes", any more RSVPs?
· SAH-So what do you think about the other
litle sah? I think she liked you, but it's hard
to tell. Hope you had as good a time as
I did. Take car. RBW
MYTH .. .The SQEEZE c0ncert is sold out.
TRUTH ... No it is not. MYTH ... Any seats left
would stink. TRUTH ... No they would not.. .. don 't myth out on this special UNH
concert ...
Katie- Thanks so much for those
SQUEEZE tickets for X-mas. You're a
special friend. Thanks Meghann
DZ Pledges-You've done an AWESOME
job this week!! Get psyched to be SISTERS!!
Love, the sisters of Delta Zeta. P.S.
Remember-you guys are having fun.
Take a break before finals! SQUEEZE and
Oingo Boingo will be HERE at UNH, next,
Wed ., December 11th. Tickets may be
purchased at the MUB Ticket OFfice. $1 O
UNH undergrads with valid ID, $13 General
Public

Pers~nals

$$Save big money now great deals on
quality sportswear. Don't miss this money
saving opportunity one day only Tues. Dec.
10th Hilsborough Rm . MUB.
LOST: My CB jacket, green and navy blue,
sz. Mens xlg, at Snively Arena at 7:00am.
Dec. 2nd, after JV hockey practice. If you
found it, please return to Field House lost
and found or MUB lost and found or call
659-2072. Please!!!
OK Rich: haven't heard from you in along
time!! I miss my buddy! Call?? Lisa
DEAR ANYONE-We want you. Great time
guaranteed-and you'll be paid too!!
Contact us at _the Commuter Transfer
Center for details about being a part of this
years Transfer Orientation s:aff-ask for
Beverly-862-3612
WHO? THE NEW HAMPSHIRE NOTA-·
BLES: UNH's favorite female a capella
singing group. WHAT? Winter Concert with
guests from MIT. WHEN? Tomorrow night
at 8. WHERE? Slrafford Room, MUB. WHY?
Because it's December! How much? $2
at the door.
WANTED! Ten pin bowlers to represent
UNH in ACUI Competiotion in Fitchburg,
Feb 15-16 1986. Men's and women's
teams . Call Dick Rhodes at 743-0720
ext564 days, for details. Preliminary meeting in early December. practice sessions
start 2nd semester
To the hot TKE bro in Dover-How would
you like to make love under a black light?Serenity Moonchild
·
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Sheila-I want the dinner you owe me and
I wstill have a bottle of champagne to share
with you. Take care, buddy. Rich
DON, SCOTT, JOE, DAVE, MARK: You guys
always make me smile! Thanx so much!
I love you!!!! Take care and have a good
weekend . Now will you buy me something
in Boston? (ha, ha) AsAlways, Lisa
T!! Th e "Secret" strikes again! Hint! Hint!
Hint! Any ideas yet?

I 11 ....
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~nY!i_n:'e on weekends. 603-659-2909_.- -
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DELTA ZETA Sorority will be holding Open
Rush for their Spring Pledge class on
Monday, Dec.eat 3:00 for General Hospital,
Tuesday, Dec . 10 at 5:00 for dinner and
Wednesday, Dec. 11 at 7:00 for a conclusive rush night. All interested freshmen
and sophomore girls-..are welcome!!! If you
have any questions please call Nikki or
Sharon at 868-5190.

Beth-Congrats! I'm so excited for you. You · have finally made it and you did an
awesome job . You are a real friend and
E.T. You drive me wild. You drive me crazy. - I live you . Love, you big sis. P.S. Thanks
You are the world to me. SPAM
for all tha talks.

Small Jobs Done. Student with% ton pickup
can do moving and hauling, rubbish
removal and other small jobs. Call Mal
before 9 am or after 6 pm weekdays

""V _

Tires. 4 Continental Radials 185/70 SR14.
Some trad . $12 all. Mildred 862-3381

Spaces still available for spring break. Go
with Crimson Travel to sunny Bermuda
or the Bahamas or go sick in Lauderdale! ,,,,,.
More info call Gordon 749-0830

Professinal Typing Services Resumes,
Reports, Term Papers, Business Letters.
8 yrs . experience. Reasonable rates. Call
Jayne. Days 659 -6630, Nights 207-6985385.

6....- _

Pair formal Iv. rm. lamps, brass base.leaded
glass, silk shake, 44". $25 each, $45 pr.

(:<9

CO-EDS! Thinking about breaking up with
your boyfriend? Call the rebounder at 868Joe G. He'll make you appreciate what you
have now. Ask for Backboard.

SEWING ALTERATIONS for men & women
by PROS. We do it all from jeans to wedding
gowns. Conveniently located off Route 108call WESEW STUDIO, 749-6829.

Babysitter needed for a 2 year old during
his nap time. 2 miles from campus on KVan route. $3 .25/hr., Mondays, Weds .
occasional Friday's from 12:45 to 3:30 p.m.
Call Kevin or Francoise at 742-7135.
Attendent for disabled individual in Somersworth . 1 hour per night. $5.00 per hour.

.-

If you're a business major-YOU'RE NOT Debbie, ·Thanks for
an awesome time in
ALONE. There are 1381 WSBE majors just Hooksett. Just
wait until January in Hawaii.
at UNH, and they're all competing for jobs. Good luck on
your test. I love you . Robert
Get an edge by getting experience. The
New Hampshire needs an assistant Bus- To all the ladies of Stanton House. HAPPY
iness manager to lead to Business manager HOLIDAYS! Let's have a super bash
tonight! Love Julie S.
in 1986/87. Apply in Room 108 MUB.
Lauren C.-W. 10-11 AM in P.R. I've known Susan N.-Thanks for being my ivy sister.
Brenda v. for years and I'm a member of "I don't thing you realize what you're up for!
the Greek System. And,even if you do figure Any_
way the Nip or Nick'.s is a must before
this out, how can 1 meet you? Your secret _C_hr_1s_tm_as_-_A_n_dr_e_a_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Open doors for your future -Keeg for V.P.~
Admirer.

SHERMAN HORTON

If you do, I feel sorry for you I
But if you would like to get even : .
for anything they have done to
you in the past 4, 5, or 6 years
(you have heard of these academic programs haven't you?),
come to Lambda land Friday,
•
Dec. 6th for their graduation
party and get even. Festivities
·start after the Mai Kai Scorpion
Bowl run at 5:00. All are wel••
come.

·-

. . . . . . ..................................!
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. Theta Chi Litt'fe Sisters: Its been great
working with you this semester . You've
shown great progress and are showing
even more potential. Dave

#22-Sorry about the Homecoming Queen
Contest loss. Maybe it was the dress, or
lack of one! Better luck next time, you ·
WILDcat you-eh!!!

Are The New Hampshire Notables go ing
to sing "JAVA JIVE" at their Winter Concert
tomorrow night? Find out at 8 pm in the
Strafford Room. The most action two dollars
can buy'

Ann M? Ann M? Ann M? Where"are you
Ann- M? Come visit me some time, its only
across the street' Rm 210 in case you
forgot.
GREAT BUYS FOR CHRISTMAS_.::UNlQUE GIFTS. DON'T MISS THE MUE3
CHRISTMAS CRAFTS FAIR, Dec 5 & 6,,
Granite State Room, 1Oam-6pm
MJ-Hope you had a great birthday! How's
your beard coming? See you soon . Love,
The Other Washed-Up Drum Major.
TIM CURRY FANS: Write Cu~ry Connection,
PO Box 907, Madison, WI 53701. Send
SASE for information.
DEAR ANYONE-We want you . Great time
guaranted-and you'll be paid too!t Contact
us at the Commuter Transfer Center for
details about being a part of this years
Transfer Orientation staff-ask for Beverly-862-3612
FREE PIZZA DRAWING WEEKLY! Dover
House of Pizza welcomes UNH students'
We invite you to join us for SPECIAL UNH
STUDENT DISCOUNTS. Watch Crystal
and Alexis battle it out on a 25 inch color
screen in the Pub during DYNASTY NIGHT
every Wednesday . Present your UNH :D
for these unbelievable specials: fre")
delivery in the Dover Area : free pizza
drawings, 10% off all food at all times. Also
fa_ntastic prices for UNH party orders (5
pizzas or more) delivered free to UNH
dorms. On the Kari-Van route at the Janetas
stop. DOVER HOUSE OF PIZZA WELCOMES UNH STUDENTS! 742-2595
YOU'VE HEARD us in your dorms, in the .
dining halls, and all over campus. Hear
us now LIVE IN CONCERT-THE NEW
HAMPSHIRE NOT ABLES and Guests, the
all-male MIT Logarhythms. Tomorrow night
at 8 in the Strafford Room. Admission $2
at the door.

Jane, we've made it from 1 Birthday to the
next and each day I love you more.
Remember your graduation party?
Babysitting? "Alcohol-free" summer? 4th
of July?? Midnight swim? Tubing? Gloria?
Champagne? Sign language? I love you,
always, J Kirk
Emily-Hope you liked the roses. How
about dinner? let me know, I' ll read
Tuesday's New Hampshire. M.D.
Won't you come along with me? The NEW
HAMPSHIRE NOTABLES. Winter concert
on Saturday (tomorrow) at 8 in the Strafford
Room of the MUB. Tis the Season for A
Capella, and the guys from the MIT
Logarhtyms will help us ring in the winter.
DEAR ANYONE-we want you. great time
guaranteed- and you'll b,e paid tool!
Contact us at the Commuter Transfer
Center for details about being a part of this
years Transfer Orientation staff-ask for
Beverly-862-3612
To Jeff Sat Lambda, It really hurt me- fo ·
see all those girls flocking around you
Saturday night. Do I have a chance at all?
Your SA
UHN COEDS: Thinking about leaving your
boyfriend? Call the Rebounder at 868_JOEG. He'll make you appreciate what you
have now. Ask for Backboard
RIDERS WANTED DURING CHRISTMAS
BREAK* California, points west Florida,
points south. Share expenses. Safe and
reasonable. First choice CA. If no rider
interest, then my next choice is Fla. Phone
207-646-9556 or write P.O. Box 418,
Ogunquit, Maine 03907 now.
Need a referral? Call Cool-Aid . We can
help you locate that number that you may
need. Call evenings between 6 pm and
midnight. 862-2293

Beth, Thankyou so much for letting me park
my car in your driveway. I really appreciate
it. I hope it didn't cause you any inconvenience. Thanks again! Patty

Homecoming Crew who borrowed our
BEANIES who need them back desperately! '
Please confront the situation. If you lost
them pleaoo tell us-or, if you know of their
whereabouts please return them. They are
ESSENTIAL for Freshman Camp-room
135 MUB!!!
A WINTERS EVE CONCERT presented by
the New Hampshire Gentlemen! Featuring
the UVM Cats Meow and The B Natural
Brass Quintet. Sat. Dec. 14 at 7:30 pm in
the Strafford Room of the MUB. Admission
will be $2.00 students $3.00 adu lts.
DELTA ZETA Sorority will be holding Open
Rush for their spring pledge claJ)s on
Monday, Dec. 9 at 3:00 for General Hospital, .·
Tuesday, Dec. 10 at 5:00 for dinner and
Wednesday, Dec. 11 at 7:00 for a conclusive rushnight. All interested freshmen and
sophomore girls are welcome!!! If you have
any questions please call Nikki or Sharon
at 868-5190.
Open doors for your future-Keeg for V.P.-

PHI ALPHA to the newest brothers of SAEI
We're proud of you all and looking forward
to many memorable time. So-congrats on
your "survival" and keep the spirit! the Little
Sister Pledges'
Val-Val-Thanx for being such an awesome
roomie! Keep up the fun and surprisesI'm lovin' it. Thanx for tolerating the typing.
Lov-Barc

Smiley-What a terrific birthday weekend!
Your are the balls of the Northeast, and
I'm surprised I'm still alive after your poking
and prodding. Remember what Dr. Ruth
said! When are you riding your rocketpowered sleigh to the South Pole?? I've
got some bells that jingle for you .. .
APE NAPPED!!! One dark brown baby apr.
Very friendly, still sucks thumbs . Please
return to Rm. 330 X-sen immediately.
Needs MON' This makes me sad! Sob! Sob!
Whimper' WhimpElr! If any info. call Val at
868-6076. Suspects, Scotchie, Christophyer, Barb, Sue & Andy.
Koop-Don't 'worry about last Friday your
are awesome and we all love you anyway.
Goo luch this weekend and get psyched
for a funfilled weekend. We are going to
hav a ball. Let's try to keep away from the
Daz this time! Love, Spunkie

Time is running out'! Don't get shut out.
Sign up now for spring break 1986 with
Crimson Travel Service. For info. call
D2: Where are you!t!? I love yout Lisa
Gordon. 749-0830.
NEW HAMPSHIRE GENTLEMEN'S ANNU- -- SAH-How is my summer buddy doing these
AL Christmas Concert on Sat. Dec. 14 7:30
days? I miss you. I'm looking forward to
pm in The Strafford Room of the MUB. They
another one of our exciting adventrues
will be hosting the UVM Cats Meow and
really soon. Love you, SAS
The B Natural Brass Quintet.
Tim B. What's up?? Hope you had a good
Jeannie-"O"-How was the concert? Did
weekend I Go to the hockey game Sat. night,
you have enough room between me and
0, Tay?? Lisa
the bus? How many weeks are we going
DZ Pledges ...Admit it, you had a BLAST
on now? Your favorite Jersey roommate.
this week. P.S. Sleep much???
Sperrhead-Happy 22nd!' This weekend
is bound to be a wild because we have so
much to celebrate your b-day, the PD and
of course the fact that you are spending
your last semester with us! Love, all your
roomies at 46 Madbury
Doe-Happy Birthday!! You probably think
that we are l{)tting your 21st b-day slip by
but watch out tonight. Can you say "drink?"
Hope so. Love, your roomies.

SCOTT, ROB, JEFF, LORI, CHRIS, & KIM
-How is Young Drive treating you? Well,
Scott here is that personal you wanted.
·There isn't anything to say about Hall House
this week. But if you want to keep in touch
with the gossip-keep reading the personals
next semester. Today was our last practice
and I'm so excited. Have fun next week
in the a.m. report. See ya, Bye. Love N02.

Hi Honll I love you. Me
T - I HAVE A FEELING THAT THESE ALL
NIGHTERS ARE INEVITABLE. I DON'T
KNOW ABOUT IT, BUT IT IS DEFINITELY
WELL WORTH IT. I AM LOOKING FORWARD TO ANOTHER OUTRAGEOUS
"RAP" SESSION. ANOTHER BOTTLE OF
WINE MIGHT NOT BE A BAD IDEA, BUT
ALSO COULD LEAD TO WIERD THINGS
HAPPENING IN THE NIGHT . WHO
KNOWS BUT TAKE CARE OF YOURSELF.
LOVE DANIEL.
I think there's a sexual connotation to that
personal II!'
Snake and (crush you like a grape) are
baked. Edface.
. LARRY: Only one more newspaper ..... Frank
Amie and Bobbie, Good Luck on your finals.
Sumina .... Daniel is breathing down my neck
to finish this personal and you know how
he his , Sumina, if you know what I mine .
I know you dol Too bad Daniel(that is what
he likes to be called)doesn't understand.
Diane
UNH MARCHING BAND-Stars of the
December 1st New York Giants/Cleveland
Browns Gamel! Great Show, Great Season'
The only gig left now is Star Search!
SHAWN M. AT KEENE STATE!!!! How ya
doing, honey?! How's work at The Equinox?
This is my last day of typing before Christmas
break. Get psyched for some awesome
parrying this vacation! I got the job at Bass
Shoe Outlet! You 'll have to come visit me
at work sometime. Good luck on your finals!
Give me a call when you get home. Love your
· friend-girl, Lori

Whoever stole my license plates. Please return
them. I cannot drive my car without them
and I cannot afford to get new ones. Please
return them! No questions asked.
ADOPTION: Protessional couple desires
family. If yoU:re pregnant and wish to give
your child up for adoption, please conract
us. Expenses paid. Confidential. Call collect
after seven p.m. (617)534-5171.
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ABBIE HOFFMAN!!
."I do believe the Spanish word for Vietnatn is EL Salvador"

Dec. 1OTues.
7:00 p.m.·
Strafford Rm.
$2.50 students
$3.00 non-students
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"Central America Under Fire"
Sponsored by Committee on Central America & PFO

.
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The Nicl1e
Coffeel1ouse

••

An Entertainment Alternative
Presents----Sat. Dec. 7 - - - - - - - - - -

Guitarist
Mary Maguire
.

I

Folk Traditionals
& Originals

Cool-Aid is a crisis intervention hotline·
operated and staffed by UNH students.
Our confidential services are accessible to the UNH student body; toll free,
anywhere in the state of N.H.
·. Cool-Aid is not only for people experiencing crises. No problem can be
too small. We ·can help you solve your
problems, lend a helping ear or simply
· refer .you to a contact that you may
need. To find o_u t more, call

8:00-12 midnight.
Devine Room 7L

·Free ·Admission
Refreshments sold
Funded by PFO

a triple feature

SOMEWHERE IN 'THE DA~KEIT REACHES Of THE UNIVERSE.
A DAHLE IS ABOUT TO DEGIN. FOR SOME IT Will OE TH~IR FIRST MISSION,
FOR OTHERS IT Will OE THE l~T. · .

I
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Wild cat ski team s prep aring for seaso n open er
Paul Berto'n said, "Right now,
By Marc Micciche
Back in September, there was we're trying to get as much onno snow covering the football snow mileage as possible befield and the afternoon sun tween exams and papers." Thi~
baked down on a group of about is an important phase for skiers
/
-- -SO -staclenrs daa -irt shorts and ----aspiring· to the team -as-the fina1
t-shirts. Some uf these are selection process r -~_,rs compleveterans to the routine, others tion. Both the mer ·.. and womanxious, but sustained by the en's teams will consist of 24
hope that they can make the skiers: 12 alpine and 12_nordic.
Racers will attend various
grade. In the next few hours,
they know they will face a Ski state races and other USSATeam Practice. Ominously loom- sanctioned events until the
ing before them is a 5-mile r~n, training camps shift into high
gear in January. Alpine skiers
! ""' which will turn out to be over
I1 eight miles, and a devious will be in Franconia, New
battery of exercises designed Hampshire for two weeks of
to re-awaken forgotten reflexes. intense training at Cannon
Now, snow is starting to -fly Mountain and Loon while the
and there are no longer dozens nordic skiers will be competing
of recruits. An end to dry-land in the "Merchant Series" in
training is in sight. Men's coach Vermont, January · third and

fourth.
Bates College will host the
first carnival January 10 and 11
at Pleasant Mountain and the
Snorada_To_urin_g Center., bu..t
th.is -will not be a qualifying
event for Nationals. The first
NCAA points will be scored at
the UNH carnival January 17
and 18 at Loon Mountain and
Jackson Touring Center.
UVM is still the school to
beat, while UNH continues in
its struggle with Middlebury and
Dartmouth for the number-2
slot. UNH finished seventh
overall and third in the East at
NCAAs last year.
During the season, the tension and uncertainty dissolves
and a team emerges from a
group of people who train,
travel, sleep, and compete together. The road they will follow .
to achieve their goal is set and
this is now a very serious
business. For the remaining
weeks in the season, this team .
will compete against others in
its division. The difference
between winning and losing a
Division I ski race is measured
in hundredths of a second.
The alpine men to look for
this season will be Todd Brickson, RJ Turner, Chris Kuhn, and
freshman Matt Found from the
Mount Washington Valley racing program. Brendan Sullivan
and Thad Thorne remain to lead
the nordjcsquad after losing
Kevin Si eeney ~nd All-American Mike H ussey. With Steve
Poulin and Jim Des pres also
taking a semester off, "It will
Brendan Sullivan(above ) leads the Wildcat nordic team.(Paul be up to the others to take up
Berton photo)

/Men 's track drop s tri-m eet
By Robert Arsenault
Although the men's track
· team lost their first meet of the
year to UMass and the U niversi ty of Connecticut, they are .
definitely a far stronger unit
than one year ago.
At this same meet last winter,
the men managed to score only
7 points, this year they hammered out 37 and actually led
the meet after the first few
events.
Junior Ed McCabe and his
fellow weightmen provided the
strongest punch of the after noon for the Wildcats. McCabe
won both the 35 lb weight throw
and the shotput with heaves of
15.48 meters in the weight and
15.72 meters in the shot which
translates to 51 '7".
"I've changed my lifting and
added about 60m pounds to both
my bench press and squat," said
the 6' 3 ", 245 lb. native of
Nashua, NH. "Instead of working out with the 16 pound shot
all the time in practice we've
switched to using the 14 and 12
pounders to give us technique.
I felt real good on Sunday. It was
no effort at all."
l
I
McCabe was joined in the
1 .1
weight events by freshman
Dave Weiser and junior Doug
Langdon. Weiser took third
place in the shot put at , 13 .94
meters while Langdon also
... captured a third place in the
weight at 13.95
"I think it was a lot of luck,"
said Langdon of his 46 foot
heave, some five feet further
than his previous best, "but
-we've all gotten stronger and
have much better technique."
Langdon and the other weight
throwers were forced to com-

pete outside on a gritty surfc,tce
Sunday. Because of this and the
cold, Langdon feels that 50 feet
is an attainable-goal this season
for him. Langdon, 5'10", 194,
is also a native of New Hampshire, hailing from Pelham.
In the other field events,
UNH scored but was not quite
as successful. Zach Apgar and
Ed Damphousse took second
and third places in the long
jump with leaps of 6.59 and 6.53
meters. Steve Smith, a freshman
from Danvers, MA, took third
in the high jump by Clearing six
feet.
Unlike one year ago, UNH
was able to score some points
on the track. Aaron Lessing ran
to a fourth place finish in the
1500 meter run with a clocking
of 4:01.9 and Apgar and Brian
Gori, a junior captain of the
team, each managed a fourth
in the 55 meter dash and the 55
meter high hurdles. Tim Mortimer and Brian Rhodes went
three-four in the 1000 meter
run in 2:35~9 and 2:39.3.
The best track races for the
Wildcats turned out to be the
3000 meter run and the 4x880
yard relay. Senior distance
runner Jeremy King finished
second in the 3000, running a
very fast 8:36.8. King was the
number one runner. for the
UNH cross-country team in all
of their meets this year. Running behind the strength of
Lessing's 1 :58 second leg, the
men easily won the relay in
8: 11.1, 8 seconds ahead of
UM ass.
"This year's team has much
more depth than last year's,"
said co-captain Gori. "Last year
we h~d no vaulters and no high
! •I
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Todd Brickson(abov e) is a member of the UNH alpine
squad.(P41ul Berton photo)
·the slack," said nordic coach weekly contact. This lightCory Schwartz. "The girls," hearted atmosphere extends
Schwartz continued, "are an from classes to the vans to the
entirely different story. Overall, lodge and lifts, but between the
we've got the deepest squad 'timing wand at the start and the
thin beam of light at the finish,
ever."
there is no room for anything
will
women
the
Returning for
be Olympic veteran Kelly Mil- but concentration and selfligan, eighth-ranked Anne Be- confidence.
Robert Hamilton replaces
noit, Jill Sickels, Cynthia Lewis,
Scourby as women's ski
Lex
adIn
Severeid.
and Kiersten
dition to all the NCAA expe- coach. Scourby left November
rience here, UNH has landed first after more than three years
Junior National Champion Bet- of coaching at UNH to further
sy Eastman, a freshman who is his career in business.
A 1982 graduate of UNH's
also a product of MWV. Jill
Science department,
Political
leg
a
from
return
will
Gravnik
injury which kept her sidelined Hamilton has coached all levels
last season. Nancy Gustafson, of developing racers at Crotched
injured at last year's NCAA~ in Mountain for ten years. He sees
Bozeman, Montana, will be his new position as "a. ~are
rehabilitating all season while opportunity to work with a good
. assisting the women's alpine number of motivated and talentsquad. She will return to com- ed athletes." Hamilton is optimistic about this season and
petition next year.
These people have, perhaps, is pleased with the depth of the
known each other from years squad _Scourby built. He hopes
of previous racing experience to continue the teams' growth.
or have become friends from

jumpers, this year we have all
the events covered."
Gori went on to say that
CoachJim Boulanger is working
his people much harder this
_y_ear. Boulanger agrees, saying
that Ile Iias finally made the
transition from high school to
college and knows he has to get
more out of his athletes. The
team's response has been more
than positive to the increased
workout time.
Gori said that where last
year's workouts were made up
of ten one lap intervals, this year
the hurdlers are asked to do 3/ 4
mile intervals followed by 330
yard intervals followed by five
220 yard intervals at much faster
paces than last year.
For the first time, Boulanger
has his hurdlers doing stadium
stair workouts. During these
workouts, the sprinters wear
a 35 lb. vest and carry a· 35 lb.
weight in each hand as they run . .
the stairs. The best part is that
they are already ·reaping the
benefits of their work.
One week from Saturday the
men will be competing with
Maine at Orono. Maine has
defeated UNH in their last two
meetings but things may change
this year. "We're going after
the Black Bear and that's all
there is to it," said Boulanger.
Ed McCabe(abov e) was UNH's top performer in Sunday's
meet. (Robert Arsenault photo)
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he continued.
CAT NOTES**Bost on University comes to Snively as the
Wildcats begin a six game
homestandSatur day. UNH then

<continued from
faces Boston College, Minnesota·
(2) and Colorado College (2)-. ·
It was this time last year when
UNH captured its first victory
against Michigan Tech, sweep-

ing the weekend_series . UNH
was 0-13 last year, before going
on a winning run over Christmas break.
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Men's basketball falls · in double overtime 65-62
By Steve Langevin
Wednesday night the UNH
men 's basketball team saw a
game that was in its grasp e_lude
them as Rhode Island prevailed
in a double overtime 65-62, but
it was not because of lack of
effort.
"I am really proud of the

effort everyone on the team have no one to blame but
gave tonight," said UNH head ourselves, because we missed
coach Gerry Friel after the game. freethrows and committed tur"It was a painful loss to take novers in key situations."
because we had played so well
The Wildcats played from
as a team."
. behind throughout the first half
"But we learned we have to because of the 8-1 lead the Rams
do the things right all the time built to start the game, and
to win," continued Friel. "We finished trailing 32-29 at the

Wildcat guard Todd Black(22) brings the ball upcoun against RhOde Island's full-coun pressure
Wednesday.(Sanjay Jain photo)

'Huskies topple .men's hockey
By Chris Heisenberg
The growing pains are still
there every night for the UNH
men's hockey team, and the
results _point out one . fact;
experience takes time to acquire.
Wednesday's loss to Northeastern, 7-5, marked the 11th
straight loss for the Wildcats,
leaving them with a 1-11 league
record. There were some good
signs in the sloppy game, as
UNH stayed close enough to
almost sneak out with a win.
For starters, UNH passed the
four goal mark for the first time
in the year when Mike Rossetti
flipped a twenty footer under
the crossbar with 1:21 remaining. The goal pulled them
within one goal of _the 7-6
Huskies, 6::5~
For UNH, Steve Leach continued his torrid goal scoring,
with a shorthanded goal (his
third of the year) and UNH' s
first goal. Leach now has goals
in six straight games, and 15
on the season. _
UNH fell behind early when
Joe Macinnis took a corner pass
and riffled a shot between Greg
Rota's pads. · Dave O'Brien
scored on a powerplay, then
deflected a shot into the upper

corner later in the first period.
In between those goals, Leach .
took a pass from Mark Babcock
and cut inside the defense,
wristing a bullet past an unsettled Bruce Racine. Northeastern outshot UNH 15-7 and lead ,
3-1 after one.
.
A UNH giveaway midway
through the second period resulted in Stew Emerson's first
goal, but a minute later with the
Wildcats down a man, Leach
stole from a defenser and walked
in alone on Racine. Faking a
shot, he drew the puck out and
flipped it into the open corner.
On the same powerplay Emerson rebounded a shot off the
post to re-establish a 5-3 lead.
Scott Brown replied for UNH
stealing behind the NU goal and
backhanding the puck in before
Racine could get back.
Jay Heinbuck made the score
6-3 in the third with a deflection
of a Martin Rauss point drive.
But UNH climbed back in with
two goals to close the margin.
First, freshman defender Kevin Schrader banked a centering
pass off a Huskie defender for
his first collegiate goal; and then
Rossetti fired his goal.
UNH never got a chance to

pull Rota in the final minute,
and Rauss and Heinbuck converted a 2 on 1 opportunity with
UNH trying to get the equalizer.
Sophomore winger Tim Han- .
ley ·said the team is taking the
streak one game at a time .
"Right now we are trying to
improve on the little things. The
games we've played have been
a matter of a goal or two. We
are refining some of our plays,
and hopefully by the end of the
year we _will be set for the
playoffs."
·~With everyone making the
- - - - --· playoffs, we can afford to take
it one game at a time, and not
have to panic. This year we
realize things like this take time.
We are taking small steps, but By Chris Urick
the half. Beth Curran and Althey are steps in the right
While the men's basketball . tobello scored four each in that
direction. The defense is moving team hosted Rhode Island Wedthe puck up (to the forwards) nesday, the women had to travel span, and a Beth Lilore hoop ·quicker. That is a matter of more the long road to Kingston, with sixteen seconds left cut it
to six at the ·half.
experience and confidence,"
Rhode Island for their clash
UNH came out strong in the
Hanley said, referring to UNH' s with the talented Lady Rams.
second half and cut it to 38-34
five freshman defensemen.
Excellent performances by
"Last year as a freshman I Terri Mulliken and Kris Kinney, on a Mulliken 15 footer, but Kim
learned a ton of things. In every weren't enough though, as the West responded by scoring two
game you learn more does and Rams, behind the hot shooting consecutive hoops to up it to
don' ts, but these are things you of guard Tracey Hathaway and eight, and then the fouls hit.
learn_!rom making mistakes," helped by UNH foul trouble, Mulliken and Kinney were
tagged with their fourth before
defeated UNH 75-61.
MEN'S HOCKEY, page 30
the first seven minutes were
Mulliken had 25 points in 24 over. UNH trailed only by six
minutes, but like frontcourt at their departure, but without
mate Kris Kinney (who had 15 its big people, the Wildcats saw
points), a foul trouble played URI' s lead climb to 14 before
a significant.part _in their games. Mulliken and Kinney returned.
UNH also played mostly withDuring.that stretch, it was
tallied two goals in ...the win, out starting guard Michele the guards and not the frontwhile juniors Ferry, Janet Sid- Altobello who also was the court that helped Rhody climb
dall, Joanie Heisey, Beth Barn- victim of the whistle.
to their lead. Hathaway threw
hill and freshman Jill Sikora
Despite the fouls and the in six and Michelle Washington
each tallied one.
injuries that have plagued them four, as the lead ballooned to
This weekend, UNH travels · all year, UNH played an excel- 60-46.
to Providence to play in the first lent first half apd only trailed
UNH tried to come back, but •
annual Providece Tournament.
URI 36-30 at halftime. UNH could not crack the ten point
New Hampshire takes on stayed close for most of the first barrier, and eight points down
Princeton in the first round at half, trailing by less than four the stretch by Hathaway didn't
3 pm today and plays once until the 11:53 mark ofthe first help either. The hot-shooting
Saturday before hopefully ad- · half.
URI guard would end up with
vancing to the championship
With 9:07 left, URI rolled off 26 points.
game Sunday at 1 pm.
eight consecutive points to turn
Karen Pinkos and Curran had
"It's going to be a tough a 22-19 game to a 30""19 game. good performances for the
weeken.d," said Ferry, "but if Hathaway had four of those Wildcats, but it was the foul
we start playing the way we're points, and after Mulliken trouble that was the key, as the
capable of, we should do alright. picked up her third foul with three players in foul trouble for
We can't back down al all; we six minutes left in the half, Val UNH had 44 of UNH's 61
have to be ready the whole Gorman gave them the eleven points. UNH will compete next
time."
point lead off a layup.
in the UConn tournament, today
UNH battled back though, and Saturday.
and outscored URI 11-6 to end

·- ---.---WOMEN'S HOCKEY.----(continued from page 32)
em wasn't making plays as
much as we were turning it over.
We've got to stop helping the
other team."
"We don't have enough experience in this league," said .
Narsiff. "We're still trying to
- do plays like in high school and
you can't use that at the college
level."
"It's going to take experience," she added, "but as the
season goes on ... we will get
more experience. We'll put it
together."
· The UNH squad seemed to
have improved already when
the 'Cats took on the Big Red ·
of Cornell in its home-opener
five days later.
Though Cornell's Chris Niemeth was able to put the puck
in the net at 9:34 of the first

period to even the score 1-1, her
goal was to be the lone tally for
Cornell allowed in the game.
Meanwhile, the Wildcat
squad went on to put in eight
additional goals to end the game,
9-1.
Wildcat goalies Jen Snow and
Liz Tura combined for 24 saves
in the game, while Big Red
netminders Cathy Lopresti and
Sandy Gihber racked up 37.
"They may not be as good a
team," said Ferry, but we still
need games like that. After NU,
it's good to see you can still play
your kind of game."
"It was good for the third and
fourth lines because they got
to skate," said Narsiff, "good
for game experience."
Veteran sophomore Pam
Manning and Katey Stone each

intermission.
games · on_ the way to a 7-22
A basket by second-leading record.
scorer Bryan Mitchell ( 14
Just ask · the 16th-ranked
points) gave Rhode Island a 37- Boston College Eagles who
71 lead, but it was then that· the · found themselves trailing by Wildcats made their move.
five points early in the second
It was a balanced attack that half against UNH or the UMass
led the Wildcats back with a 18- team that led until the final five
6 run as they struck from the minutes of the game only to
outside and the inside and from have UNH pull out the game
a variety of players.
in front of the stunned UMass
The Wildcats' high scorer crowd.
Greg Steele (14 points) connectCoach Friel has gotten coried three times from the outside, sistent performances from Black ,.
while teammates Todd Black, and DiGrande and a strong
Ted DiGrande and Dirk Koop- showing off the bench from Ty
man contributed four points Bridge which was instrumental
each, to make the score 49-4.3 in the comeback win over
in UNH's favor with 6:00 UM ass.
remaining in regulation.
Black leads the team in scorA DiGrande tip-in with 1:24 ing averaging 11.4 points per
left tied the game for the Cats game, including a season-high
but URI missed a late shot when_ 19 points against BC, and Diit let Carlton Owens go one..:on- Grand~ is second in scoring at
one with UNH's Andy John- 10.2 points per game and tops
ston.
in rebounding with seven a
At the end of the first over- game.
time, Johnston tied the game
The Wtldcats are also anxat 59-all by making one of two · iously awaiting the return of
freethrows and once again freshman guard Derek Counts
URI' s Owens missed in the final who has not played since the
seconds, sending the game into opener against Brown because
the second overtime.
of an injured foot. He would
Gavin Scotti them made the help a lot in the ball-handling
key play of the game when he · and running of the Wildcat
anticipated a UNH pass, picked offense.
it off and went all the way for
The Harvard Crimson pres- .,....
the dunk that gave URI the lead ent the next challenge for the
· they would never surrender.
Wildcats when they come to
The home-opening was the Lundholm Gymnasium Saturday
Wildcats' third straight after for a 3:45 p.m. contest. There
they opened with wins over will be a preliminary game
Brown and the University of between the Harvard JV' s and
Massachusetts. The other losses Phillips Exeter Acadpmy at 1:30
came at the University of Hart- p.m.
ford and at Boston College.
Last year Harvard prevailed
However this is definitely a in Cambridge but Saturday may
much-improyed team th~n last_ be a different story.
year's which lost its first ten

Lady Rams defeat
women's basketball
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Sports
UNH gymnasts host NE Collegiate Open
By Steve Langevin
will be the leading vaulters,
The Wildcat women's gym- while Donovan, Kapp, Sawyer
nastics squad opens its season and sophomore Jessica Downey,
tonight when they host the New . who placed third in the ECAC's,
England Collegiate Open to- will be close behind.
On balance beam and floor
night at 7:30 pm in the Lundexercise the Wildcats will be
holm Gymnasium.
The other teams competing relying more on clean routines
are the University of Massachu- than on tricks to get high scores.
The leading beam performers '
setts, N ort.heastern and Verare Sawyer, Converse and McCarmont.
Although UNH defeated r ick. Added help could come
both UMass and Northeastern from Jill Miller, who had surgery
rather handily last season, this on her hand this fall, if she
season presents some question recovers quickly.
Sawyer will also head the
marks.
Gone from last year's 12-9 floor exercise for the Wildcats,
team that won the ECAC Cham- with help coming from McCarpionship and finished fifth at rick, Converse and Hager.
The Wildcats biggest worry ·
the Northeast Regional are its
tQP three gymnasts-Laura Ca- again is the uneven parallel bars,
vanaugh, Diane Carlin and but Hager and Converse should
Kim Sonier, so head coach Gail have immediate impact in that
Goodspeed is looking for strong event. McCarrick and Kapp
showing from several letter- bring experience to the bars,
winners who did not see a lot while added depth comes from
of action and from a solid Donovan, Downey and Raynor.
freshman group.
Even with the loss of three
Because those three always top gymnasts the Wildcats and
competed in the all-around, Coach Goodspeed are shqoting
most of the rest of last year's to remain the top team in New
team . concentrated more on Erigland and to make the top
specific events so Goodspeed three at the Regionals.
"The key to our success is
is not sure what to expect.
"The whole team is talented, going to be consistency," says
and almost anyone could find Goodspeed. "We do not have
herself competing in all-around any superstars so we need clean
UNH's Peggy Donovan(above) will contribute in several events this season for the Wildcat
at some point," says Goodspeed.
routines from everyone."
gymnasts.(file photo)
"We are very deep on talent,
yet we lack experience."
Co-captains Nancy McCarrick
and Toby Kapp are among the
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juniors Beth Raynor and Peggy By J. Mellow
Thanksgiving surprise for the
Donovan and sophomore Mi- , The women's ice hockey team .Wildcat team. Predicted to be
chele Sawyer. Freshmen Patti opened its regular season on a the underdogs in the match-up,
Converse and Tammy Hager winning note last week with two captain Vivienne Ferry admitted
also have a good shot at landing wins over both Northeastern . that, to a point, the UNH team
an all-around slot.
University in Boston and Cor- hadn't expected to win, either.
Anyone who has followed nell University here in Durham,
"Northeastern was picked to
UNH gymnastics knows that 2-1 and 9-1 respectively.
win and coach (McCurdy) even
the vault has been its strongest
The women opened their said that we were going to lose
event and this season is no -· regular season at a 2-0 mark some before we ·win some,"
different.
after a 3-0 pre-season record.
Ferry said.
McCarrick, who won the vault
The Northeastern win on
"So it was really good that we
five times in 1983-84, and Hager November 26 was quite the won. It shows that maybe we

won't have to lose asmuch as
people thought," she said.
Northeastern's Louise Duguay opened the scoring for the
Huskies with a power play goal
just 5:09 into the first period,
after UNH's Ellen Geary had
been dealt a two-minute minor
for hooking.
Yet the first period goal was
to be the only tally for the
Huskies in the game.
A goal by UNH's Sue Hunt

UNH SID Knight
dies of cancer

-

UN H Sports Information Director Bill Knight. (photo courtesy
of Sports Information)

Bill Knight, Sports Information Director at the University
of New Hampshire since 1970,
died last Wednesday morning
at the Exeter Hospital after a
long illness.
A native of Monroe, N.H.,
Knight, 43, was a 1966 graduate
of UNH. In May of 1983, he was
presented with the Irving T.
Marsh Service Bureau Award
by the Eastern College Athletic
Conference. This award is given
for outstanding contributions
to the ECAC.
A Past President of the New
England Sports Information
Directors Association, Knight
has edited the New England
College Record Book for the
past seven years. He was a
member of the New England,
ECAC and College Sports Information Directors Associations.
In addition . to his regular
duties at the institution, he was
also the Publicity Director for
the Yankee Conference. He
worked ,as a press liaison for the

U.S. Olympic Committee at the
1984 Winter Olympics in Sarajevo, Yugoslavia and was also
a member of the USOC staff at
two National Sports Festivals.
He has also served as media host
for ECAC and National Collegiate Athletic Association regional basketball tournaments
as well as NCAA national championships in wrestling, golf,
swimming and hockey.
Knight is survived by his wife,
Elaine McNulty Knight, and his
daughter Mary Ann Knight,
both of Exeter; his parents
Walter and Dora Knight of
Spofford, N.H.; and two sisters,
Mrs. Carla Ochs of Orwell, Vt.,
and Mrs. Susan Grimes of Concord, N.H.
The funeral was Saturday,
Nov. 30,at St. Michael's Church
in Exeter. In lieu of flowers,
donations may be made to
Alternative Cancer Research;
c/ o Field House; University of
New Hampshire; Durham,
N.H.03824.

just i54 into the second period
then evened the score and
though the Wildcats were held
scoreless for the remainder of
the perid, a second New Hampshire tally by sophomore Cheryl
Allwood at 4:24 of the third
stanza closed the win for the
'Cats.
Junior netminder Cathy Narsiff was key in the win for UNH,
tallying 37 sayes. Northeastern
goalie Kelly Dyer tallied 38.
The win, however, ·was not
an easy one of the 'Cats. In a
league of "no checking allowed,"
ten penalties (five to each team)
and five stoppages of play for
players down on the ice in the
52-minutes of play riddled the
game.
"We took a frightful beating
physically," said UNH head
coach Russ McCurdy. "Nobody
knows the kind of beating we
take with them. We kind of
hung in. there."
·
"We're really small (heightwise)," Ferry said. "But it seems
that's the way it's going to be.
And it's going to be a rough
· season."
"As three top teams, Northeastern, Providence, UNH
are evenly matched," commented N arsiff. "By physically abusing us, they break us down.
But it's going to be that way;
I think we have to get used to
physical games."
While the win, ..especially
despite the game's roughness,
gives the Wildcats a boost of
confidence, McCurdy was quick
to stress the work the UNH
squad ,still needs.
"It showed we have courage,"
said McCurdy of the game, "but
we need more poi~e_._Northeast'WOMEN'S HOCKEY, page 31

